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i "! _. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
j#t WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001s,

.....
May 20, 1994

The Honorable Amo Houghton
United States House of

Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3231

Dear Congressman Houghton:

I am responding to your letter of April 12, 1994, to Ms. Elizabeth Cecchetti
of the U.S. Department of Energy, which was forwarded to me for response. In
your letter, you asked for suggestions to aid your constituent Virginia
Russell, in marketing the use of specially designed' nuclear shielding which
could dissipate the absorbed energy from radioactive emissions as electricity.I

As an independent regulatory agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
does not promote the commercial development of individual technologies.
However, without making any judgment as to the merit of Ms. Russell's idea, I
suggest that your constituent contact a technical consultant or business
manager familiar with the nuclear material or power generating industries.
These sources should be familiar with current industry practices and
requirements for designing shielding for shipping and storage casks, and other
shielded nuclear components. Some professional organizations that may be
helpful to your constituent in finding such a consultant or business manager
include the American Nuclear Society (ANS), the Electric Power Research

!

Institute (EPRI), or the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).

I trust that this reply has been helpful.

Sincerely, j

aylor.

Ex cuti Director
for perations |

|
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The Honorable Amo Houghton |

U.S. House of Representatives '

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Houghton: ;

lThis will acknowledge your recent letter in which you referred a letter from
'

your constituent:

Virginia Russell

Because the subject of your constituent's letter does not fall within the i
purview of the Department of Energy, we have forwarded your letter to:

Mr. Dennis K. Rathbun
Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Sincerely,

/ ,f'
fY'.'CXu|,'hhssiteud
Bonnie Betancourt
Director of Special Projects |
Office of the Executive Secretariat

'
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318 ' Dista.CT, Ngw y0es '*
. r NORTHEAST-MICWEST
! COAUTION

NORTHEAST AGRICULTURE j..
cow rves

. CAUCUS
COMMITTEE ON WAYS COMPETITIVENESS

SUSCOMM TTE Ovf R$iGHT vic C Aa AN
RANEING M(MegR

house of Representatibegsu.CouMinre os, OmCE Cr
SOCIAL SECURiry TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

April 12, 1994

Ms. Elizabeth Ann Cecchetti
Assistant Secretary for Congressional and Intergovermental
Affairs
Energy Department
Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Elizabeth:

A constituent of mine, Virginia Russell has an idea to
save taxpayers money and help the environment.

Her idea is to use special nuclear shielding to absorb
emissions (she's worried about radioactive atoms giving off
dangerous emissions) and convert them to electrical energy. '

She has three patents to back up her proposal. Now, she's
looking for some help in marketing her idea.

Do you have any suggestions I could pass along?
Thanks. I look forward to hearing from you.

All e best,

Amo on

AH/ss
Enclosure

.-.,

1110 Lomowoorm Movse Omcs gueto no 32 Denison Paeswa, West 7sosent Ruitaine. Rooas 122 700 Westsats Pta2A ist Canessa 57.

wasmimeron DC 20$15-3231 Coen.=o. NY 14s30 s.mastown NY 94 70 s Otsan NY 14760 av6 van NY 13021

Paone 1202) 225-3181 t007) S37-333 3 (716)4s44 262 (7 tsi 372-2127 1 8001562 7431

_ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ Fax (8085 286-6678 14e00t ss2 7431
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435 Cr escen t mve.
5uf f al o IW 14214
Februarv 5. 1704

Hon. Ch airman ilar 11 vn L1oyd
3ubc0mmitt9e on Energy. 3 pacs. 3cience. & Technoloov
Wouse :f Feoresentatives. Nashington DC

Copl+s to some members of Congresa
Deer Chairman :

: ,yat r++d *re :ecember 190 3 GAO r soor t on ilUCLEAF NA3 TEE-
DEVELOPItJG TECHNOLOGY TO REDUCE FADICACTIVE WA5TE T1AY TANE
DECnDE5 -ND EE CO3TLY

'1 3, ; 3dc > ::mment, that Chemical Trsnamutation. to mhtch
th+. er e r eter r ing, aces not addr es s the pr obl em of nuclear
.. cst +s. The radioactive atoms continue to give of; cancerc.s
emissions r egar di es s of their chemical or physical form. THE
:F0ELETI 15 THE E!1135IGN5. THEY itU5T EE TPEATED. IlOT THE
Ei1I TTEF 5. Thev us+d 6 feet of Concr ete shiel ding i. t
Chernobvl. but when thev looked inside, t he +mi s s i on s h ad

reduced the s ec ond ll oor snd other structures to radlosctiee
aust end hid al so severelv damag+d the shielding. f low t h e '.
3 r e mor r l ed thet the r adios c tive dust wil1 escsee and
mete m+tters ier worse than before.

:vdistions ar e Ener gy and Energv is almsvs ccn s +r'>ed.
The msstes c an however be surrounded mith shielding
that absorbs the emissions and converts it to +1 ec tr ic al
ener gv Mh i ch 15 el +c tr i c al l y connected through Sn outside
.osa mtth c ar t s of the circuit that have tbs or ted rel a tivel v
inttle + missions ener gy , thus creating a potential
di f 4er ence.The +1 ec trici tv produced is safelv consumed,
safel. stored or transformed to safer forms of r adi a tion .
This process is a source of electricity cut the r eal purpose
is that it disooses of the emissions tnus protecting the
ihtelding, the envaronment and oersonnel.

I +m +nclosing a sheet of soecifications for the cr ocess and
3 catents descr i bing it. I will be happy to provide this
aSme material ior any member = of cour committee or of the
Congress. 1f vou N11I send me the number You NouId I il'e
2r Phe names o4 members who shouId b9 interest d. A n '< member
I n t er ested in reducing the ceficit or oroViding funos for
99alth C af e. crime prevention. disaster rellef, ent1tIement
r ef or m, educhtlon etc. should be in t er es ted. Thi s pr oces s

will save the gov +rnment ''ast sums of money. and make the
oubl Ic h &ooler . s6fer ano healthler. It c&n SIso D9 out intO
eff9Ct c er V QuickiV.

t'ou r s tr ul v.

-- - -
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DESCRIPTIDN OF RUSSELL PROCESS AS APPLIED' TO NUCLEAR WASTES

!It is still customary to confine the energy of the
iemissions-from nuclear wastes within the shielding. At

Chernobyl, after the nuclear accident, which even effected
Antarctica, they built a tremendous sarcophagus to enclose

tthe radioactive site. But the structures inside are crumbling
into radioactive dust and the sarcophagus itself is
threatened because the emissions keep attacking the j
structures. Just surrounding radioactive material, is not 3

sufficient - it is necessary to dispose of the energy of
^

|

-

the emissions as our process does. And.it is not sufficient to.
cool the wastes, ali ading con tac t wi th the air, because !

when heat is escaping, other more harmful radiation may al so i

be escaping. In general our process for nuclear wastes will: ,

!

Absorb alpha rays in conduc tive shielding near the
Source of radiation and create a potential difference with I

other parts of tht circuit that absorb more beta and gamma
radiation. |

Insulate and add other layers of conductive
shielding that create a potential difference between
layers that absorb more of the radiation striking
them and parts of the circuit that absorb less radiation
thus creating a potential difference. Materials absorb more
if they are of material that is appropr.iate to the frequency
of radiation striking them, nearer the source, thicker, ,

rougher or honeycombed. The purpose however, i s NOT t o bu i l d up
vol tage between dif f erent par ts of the circuit,- as in nuclear '

batteries it is to DISPOSE OF THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY AS IT
IS CREATED THUS PREVENTING BUILD-UP OF VOLTAGE AND HEAT AND
DISPOSING OF THE HARMFUL EMISSIONS AND PROTECTING THE

2

ENVIR0tMENT. Potentially harmful emissions are being
constan tl y rel eased f rom the radioac tive materi al , and if
they are not absorbed, and carried ou tside the shielded area,
and controlled, they attack the container and its contents,
and create nuclear accidents. At Chernobvi, f or example,
there is now a danger that not only harmful uni ssi on s , but
radioac tive dust may be released. If the enissions are

_

controlled and consumed they cannot do harm INSIDE the -

shielding or OUTSIDE.

Therefore, construct a circuit with appropriate f
insulation to conduct the energy of the potential difference

'

ou tside the shielded area where i t is consumed as produced. l

Connect the relatively more positive parts of the circuit
through a load and an au tomati c al l y vari abl e resistance

with the rel atively negative par ts of the circuit. .The
automatic resistance may include monitoring the' current being
produced and the temperature. It can automatically introduce
additional loads at certain l eve n s . If the shielding is being
used around active nuclear reactors, it can also introduce
warning signals as current increases, and at a certain l evel can
automatically shut down the pl an t . Thi s type shielding should be
used around all the electrical system including connecting
wires.

~ -
. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ -
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.- Consuming the el ec trici ty includes, using it,
feeding it safely back into the system, storing it, and
transforming it into safer forms such as light. There are
literally millions of uses for the small but continueing
current being produced. However the production of a small but
continueing amount of electricity is an insignificant value
compared to the environmental value and the cost of not
disposing of the enissions.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SHIELDING EMISSIONS OF
NUCLEAR WASTES AND RADIATION EMITTING DEVICES

Fo11 maing i s an appl ica t ion of the new process. First are
notes that apply generally, and then steps in the process.

" Consuming" is used in the broadest sense and includes
immediately using the electrical energy, converting it to
safe forms, storing it , transporting it away from the shielded
area and storing it, setting off warning or
shut-off devices, or safely feeding it back into an
electrical system.

Conductive l ayers may be alloys or composi tes .

The automatic variable resistance in the circuit introduces
sufficient l oad( s) to consume the energy produced and prevent
buil d-up inside shiel ded area and to prevent release
of harmful unissions to the environment.

_

Figure 1 is a schematic of one embodiment for shielding
nuclear wastest

1. In this embodiment 1 is Nuclear Wastes which are
shielded and contained by (2)

2. Thi s l ayer surrounds nuclear wastes. It is of r el a t ivel y

low density very conductive material which contains LOW
DENSITY metals such as aluminum, sufficiently thick to stop most
alpha particles but thin enough to transmit most beta particles
and which is rough and honeycombed on the side
facing the Source. The energy of alpha particles that are
absorbed i s converted to posi tive el ec trici ty rel ative to
other pt.rts of the circuit such as ( 4) which absorbs more,

negative energy, thus causing an el ec tr i c al potential
difference between them. Conduct this more positive
electrical energy to a terminal outside the shielded area in
an insulated circuit.

3. Add a l ayer of diel ec tric ( 3) outside, which can be air,
films, solids or other dielectric, thick enough to electrically
isol ate (2) f r om ( 4) , and surround l eads wi th dielectric.
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4 SurroQ'nd (3) with a rough honeycombed layer of.

conductive material which is a good absorber of the radiation
striking it and of lower density than ( 6) . This l ayer should
be thick enough to absorb beta rays and absorb or slow down
radiation striking it. I t is an absorbing l ayer and produces ,

more negative electrical energy than l ayers (2) or ( 6) Conduct.

the elec trical energy to the more negative terminal outside the
shielded area.

5. Add diel ec tric ou tside (4) as described in (3)

6. Surround (5) with a very thin smooth layer of conductive
material denser than in (2) and (4) Emissions of lower Energy
will be reflected back to (4) where they may be absorbed, and
anissions of very high Energy may be transmitted to (8) , the
next absorbing l ayer . This l ayer(6) will absorb very little
radiation and be posi tive rel ative to the absorbing l ayers.

7. Add dielec tric ou tside ( 6) as in (3)

8. Add a thick l ayer simil ar t o ( 4) of conductive material which
will absorb the unissions striking it. It will be negative
rel ative to (2) and ( 6) .

Test for radiation still being emi t ted and add l ayers that
will absorb such radiation. The unissions have successively
lower energy as they go through the different layers and
metal s like Al uminum or even Beryllium may be useful.
Always insul ate layers and wires.

An elec trical potential will be created between more.

positive parts of the circuit such as (2) and ( 6) , and more
negative parts of the circuit such as (4) and (8).
Conduct the electrical energy between the more negative and more
positive parts of the circuit through a load and a variable
resistance and safely consume it, feed it back into the system,
transform it, or store it, thus disposing of the emissions and
creating a li ttle useful el ec tr i c i ty . The value of the
electricity however is minimal compared to the value of
protecting the environment, personnel and equipment.
Automatic warning signals may al so be included and even means
for shutting down & nuclear reactor, when the current or heat
show dangerous l evel s.

Space should be left to add additional shielding as needed if
time reduces the efficiency of the shielding.

When tests show no radiation being released for a safe
period of time, valuable materials lef t can be recycled
and used, because the radioactivity is gone.
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FIGURE 2. - BLANKET APPLICATIGN .

I

In emergencies and in many permanent applications the
shielding can be in the form of a flexible blanket.
Figure 2 is a Schematic of the blanket form. Number 9
represents radioactive matter Just as Number 1 does j

for Figure 1 and the other layers follow consecutively. .;

Where the radiation does not contain alpha particles 9 and i

18 can be omitted.
Additional blanket material can be added at any time when
radiation is escaping, and it can take any form.

APPL! CATION IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Nuclear power plants can use layers of shielding as described
above, which control unwanted emissions. This shielding can :

'

be around the nuclear reactor itself, and/or in the walls
ceiling and floor of the room. The conductive materials used
will depend on the frequency of radiation to be absorbed,
and will be of greater density when near the reactor. They ,

iwill be connected to, and turn on warning systems when they
produce a certain l evel of electrical energy. If they reach a .

higher, l imi ting l evel of electrical energy, they can be |
'connected to and turn on shut-down devices. The connections

should be insulated with this-type shielding. ,

APPLICATION TO ELECTRIC POWER LINES

In Electric Power lines the major source of radiation is
the principal c onduc t ors ( s) (usually copper) which carries <

most of the current. The' central wire is surrounded by shielding
as described.Where there are no alpha particles, steps
1 and 2 can be eliminated. The energy produced in the
shielding is conducted away in a thoroughly insulated circui t
through a load which may consti tute f eeding i t' back into the i

primary system. If it is grounded there shoul d be a load between
the collectors and the ground, and the electrical energy-
produced should be consumed to prevent drying out and charging
of the Earth.. Diodes and other devices must prevent feed-back to
the absorbers from the primary system, so power is not drawn |

from the lines. If this is happening, the power from the
radiations can be stored elsewhere with diodes to prevent >

back-flow and later fed into the system, or otherwise consumed.
ii

APPLICATION TO ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES i

A more simple form of this invention can be used around
'

electric and electronic devices, wherein conductive layers
'

absorb the radiation ' striking them and create a potential
'

difference between such layers and another~part of the
circuit, and conduct this electrical energy outside and
feed it back in to the syst em or ' otherwise saf el y con trol it.

|

- , ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - _
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tion of pairs of electncelly condecove shoorbarcoe.
FItOTECHNG FDtSONNEL AND THE vensrs in paths of the radiance, which skaarbas are
EWYMO*0 DENT FROM RAD 10ACHVE commessed to a load to draw off elecensal charges there-
EMISSIONS BY CONyRolllNG SUCH gross,is preferred, and the f ,- - : of pairs of such

EMISSIONS AND SAFELY DISPOSD4G OFTHEDL S ahmorburn, h to causeos conducsors to carry
DERGY .' . 2f tothenomd,isa Aartherpraderredmodeof the.

sevendon.
Thh appbcanos is a connaussion of applicanon Ser. In monardsmoe with the present invennom as appara-

No 030.041 fDed Mar. M 1987, a==da==l which is a ens for preescains orgassens and the envuemanas from

; omsnmesmos of Imr. No. 426,gM Ened Sep. 29, 1982, so hanmM eussaous of rahnsion freen a soarer thereof by
now U.S. Pos. No. 4,E1,115 issued May 5,1987, which shiaMing amid organisma and the envuemanet drom at
is a -- a - t of Ser. No. 933,529 fued Aug. least a posson of such summons comprou a phembry ofy
14,1778, =h==ta==d which in term is a comunannom of =hl=tds=r pans losased so as to be espshie of shmorbing
Ser. No. 781.303 filed Apr. 13,1977,ah==da==a radassion aminious frees the sauce thereof, with one 1

I
'!his spyhemmon ruissesto em apparases for prosammag 15 seek part being losmead farther away dross the somroe

persommel and the evmonument frees -a of harm- shes the ashar and wish the slusiding pers hash being in |
M rubstaos, smak as ruhoscove smummons emanaams en pak of the same emumsons, so that en elesencal i

Irom re&oecurve wasme. More perdcolarly, it reisses to pesantial difRuremos besween seek shnehung part is !
|

such an appensus which incindes a shiekling part or membished, des to dlSerent absorpsmus of redisslam by I
I;

; parts so lansand as to be as a pack of the radiased emis. 20 them, and elesennel condamers M wish
ties and to abamb such emissioma, at lamat is part, ao such hadme para and t-g such difummon is
that the einenrumi poismaal of the shashhas part will be panammal to a mamms for consumag elecane power lo- ;

changed, med steenrsently conductive means for con- cassd rummons free the redsnesave sourea. ls pseferred ,, ,

anomag mch ekseldsag part with a munk through as slac- embodumanes of the invemeos the aimaldag pans are of 1

trical load so as no consume the electncal sesrgy gener. 2s samansnay ==d-=ive estannh, such as assels of dir.
ated and so a ao summove the elecencal charge from the faret anomic members, separasse by an insmissor, e.g., :

shmidas part, thereby amahhas such part better to ab- spany rain, carumme, mies, shes, air and names are i

amb addisional radmoon, and halpas to stehdne the puesmus so indene iminal charging of the ahneers) and to ]
messanal of such part and peuvent poessoally esplomvc puedmos ths semulting elecane carrums. Also, it is oAsa j

hakhup of amagy theras.The invention also sciasm to 30 pnferable for the ahneleng memban to be in rougWy
'

processes for proemomms persommel and the envmonesent sphmani sana and for pimahams of pairs of sudi alueid- |
'

tem redsman. .

ing ammbers a he amed so ihet redismas peanas
For many years A=samalve efforts have been made to thromsk the Grut ses(s) of members may be ahmorhed by

proaact PM and the envuommsat from haneful mhangesus set (s). In a broader aspea of the invension
rahnnoen frami vanous nomrous and in recent years 35 an elemenmBy conductive shield aces to coilsat somrgy
ensamerve resserch has home perfonned la na affort to toss hanmM radmoon and ducharges such mersy !

reduce the hannful effects of venous redsoncave through as almaancal load. The invennon also relases to

westes, espeaany misad wesses, seek as those from vanous procamas for preessmag humans and the envi-

spent fhat rods med for power gemernoon, and those resumsma and for reducing radioasevey.
known as "wompous womes". Various tresumssts of to The closest referemens known to apphcuma inciede

. such sucasar westes that have been tried include cakan- U.S. Pat. No. 3,939,346 (Ato et mL) and U1 Put. No.

ing, sus shfihman, commentremon, achtliemnon, fanion 4,173,124 (Risaar) and as aracts in cismsel med Engi-

med immepormaan is viasous mesness, synthesac or- mennes News, Vol. 32, No. 7. at p. 392 (Fah.15,1954),

gamic polymers or inorgmase aorhsmes. AAer comesmara- aR of which are referemous that were relied upon by the

tion and "=aasann-ma=" is a suitable maana as do.*45 Paeset F===q== dunng the pr==--aa= of Ser. No.
serihed above, mach wasses are transpaned to depoest 933.329.The Ato et al. pesamt tanches the dirent gumern-

sima, such am nuit domen, and are harted tharum. A&. tion af alaceristry freus redsomouve mina=rsals by =====
!

though sash snumments and seerage may assus to be of ===lan=d=rmar= Tbs c'h=====s and Fage===esag

, 4 suis, there is always the possihihty that News ankde mammans a ====aa=d== crysaal with am,

redammen and hast released by the doomysms ratossove so impurny init to form a| mellar aissanonEy to a

sumanal we Greemere the unserL , and earth moveismes jammeen is a junsmos trammator and sammans suumsium-

and water Sows comid carry reimonad renonctive mean. 90 as a seemos of radmet energy.The Ritter paams is for;

rimis away fross she disposal she, to asons where they a :=d====*'y= f_ _ - % gemarumor to predess elec.

may be hanmful to bassama, ausmala, fish and the envi. simi amargy at a high vahage, e.g.,25,000 voiss. Ritaar
.

tomment is gameral The pnment evention parvulas a SS imassammeBy buBds up potenanal differumme while in |

means far convereng at least a pernas of the heruM asserdamos wis the presamt invenman such buildgp is I

redsstion frees endienceive wusssa (and frees other prevemand. Rimer symmAms that his / * ' sr

sourous of harmful radiated amenoms) to avuoceman-
ratossove source of emergy mest be a sauros of smargy

taBy acompsabia, amis, and onsa amefal fans, and it does lam thus I miBaos elocuom vote and Riusr teaches the
this at ruimalvuly low vahage and now temparumme so ao uma of pese manopes, rusher than memmus of ddfarent
that any desgar d ==t a=a= is =c=====d The, hann- seeammeive snessnels, seus as are found in socisard

M redemos is convened to eneful electncal power. wesses. A very = gad ==s detacason betwess Riuer

ahhough the algass of this inveemos is to preenct the and the pnammt avumbos is a the fast that Ritter is
envuonsumet, reest than to prodear power. The re- amampting to prodeos edecanowy and the etnmet of the

moval of eimatnaal amargy freen the redanssos skaarksag 65 presamt inwennon is to prosect penoensi and the evi-
means of this invemmon prosmosas further absorpens of rammans 6 ems redsomauve - JUsear does not
such rassues sad also iroprove the runsasamos of the taank verysag rumsamune to ==- the amargy of the

absorbag smemms ao desanoruman by ra6ation. Utahan-
enummems and his -kadarosy not be sof5siset so haanne

-. . _ , . - - . - - . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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a berst of energy. Ritter does not memnoe such pmtec- allow and prosoie current flow when the potential
tive funcuos for his apparatus and the lead sheskhag of da5ersace is lower. Also, means may be provided for
the Ritter apparmes, which has no part in the electncal announscionlly revermsg the polarity of the battery no as
fuococes thereof,is the naams by which he prevents initially to stimaisie or induce elecencal corrums flow
harinful rart= nam from the radioactive somoe from $ between sphencalshells 17 and 21.4

reaching any persommel and the anytroament. Certa any. While sphencal shells are shown, these may be of
the environment is not prosacted by Ritter's " battery". other sunshle shapes, such as cylindncal, cubstal, tetra-

hadmaal and .n.p = sal oo, and in some instamoes the
,

nes,it is seen that the present invention is movel, oneful t

, and smobvious imum the ** prior art" semanoamd.11 is not sheik may demrably be perforstad to allow reisses
comoeded that ths Ritter pasest is part of the prior art,10 (through asinable ahmorbers or safety monas, not shows)
in view of apphemes's aa=~tma= of the invension at a of gemenes aussunals se===*=e from the radsoecove
date prior to ssp.1.1976, the Alias dass of the Ritter et wasse or gamarenad by capaasnos of samma prammes, as

al. perums application Ser. Nos. 719,532, and apphonss's hhat is rutenned hous the wases. h the immer
clammed diligence muti the filing of her grandpersma shells may be perforsted to perant samme radians energy*

application on Apr.13,1977 (papers ( . -H on Mar.15 flow thrensk sack openings, as when plural pairs of ;

24. 1977). shmeids or electrodes are samployed, e.g.,4 to 200 one- ;

De inventnam will be readDy undanr'==d=Ma fruun osetnc useal spheres, wish ampermang dialacenca. In the |

the following desarsption, taken in ceajancoca with the Giustrumes a single apparams is illustrasad but baalts of

drawag, in whack, such devious may be commected together, with the aar.
MO.1 is a schesnaec representation, substantially 30 ramt predased Gomeg throagh single or ==laple resis.

like a central verocal sacaenal view, of as apparatus of tamens and/or being mapioyed to charge one or more
this invention; hattenas.

MO. 2 is a fmet verocal =====ml view of a modiGcm. la MG. I the seclear waste is in a maitable used
tion of a paruce of the apparsam sisown in FIG.1; costasaar 16 bet it is contempleted that other materials

'

MO. 3 is a achamanac repremessanon of a snoda5ed 25 of consommon may be suspioyed and -it can
apparatus of this invennen, pernally in ,cronescuna, is be amattad Concrues ansiosang samassaar 35 secloess the

which pieral abaskhas apparatuses are esmployed to weses, the ======= for the weses, and the pair of spher-

onesume the amargy of redsoncave smasenal; and imi shells of electneally conducuve menarial, but osher !

FIO. 4 is as elevnenmal view, pensally is cross-sec- sumable essenor aamsmaars may also be enhand. 1

tion, of another - ha.a == of the apparatus of this 30 While this invemoon is not beamd or bessed by the
invemoon. fouowing theory of operamon, it is commdered that

la FlO. I sammeral lt represses the enummons absort> alpha paracles eastted by the radioacdve weses (wisich

bag pornos of an apparerus of this invemnon, and the esmally is a compias suiarare of venous radioecasve
rummeder of the apperuana, for carryms off and com- mesopes) ised to make the charge of the first maal |

smaagtheamargygomarmadispornoa11.isdanisasted 35 ahoorber pomove whereas bats panicles and games i,

.
i

by numeral 13. la pernon St radmacave wasse matanal rays, balas anose penserenas, tend to make the charge
15, sanably shaped is sphencal farm (although other of the asus ======I elecennally conductive anstanal

fanns may also be employed and held la a amisable base- megative, m Elastraced in F10.1. When plural pairs of
rior comaainer 34, preferably of compatible astenal, is absorbers are amployed the assais of low density wig ,

pomuoned inside an immer spheriani ehell of eleotncaDy 40 tend to be magasve reinerve to the high demony metals.

. .
conducerve masanal (such as ah=e==), and isi sepe- Metals of low dammity, if sufficaandy thick, will react
remed fross smah smassini by deaimmans 19, which may be wish smore boss permales reacimag thema them wis metaisi

a sunable dealssenc, solid or gagsage, c.3, alemmma, of hashar desary humane the high demnry mesals, if
seica, air. As omvelopes sphers 28'amgounds sphere 17 satBasady thin, will regent some of the lower fre-
and is separased hums it by dielecesis 33. Sphere 21 is 45 quency redssoon back to the amore ahmorbing low des-
preferably of an aimesnanDy condusehse asasanal, such sity assal and transamt some to the nest est of sheniding

es a smosal of higher assume messbar them the estanal of levels. If the musess assit samma rays there should be

sphere sheu 17. EmmahA= such matsdals are copper and neveral lsyurs of ===h===== of insulator, low desemy

silver, with copper morimaDy being prudened, but other condemor. hmmisser. high density conducsor, esc. For,

I

sassals anny also be emed. Whss solid abalacenca are 30 enampia, ahmemmun and copper susy be esmployed, as
anihand they any be the sole means for separatag the may be other mesels and aBoys, and combenassons of ,

sphens het when gassoas distsetnam, asch as air (or a metals (or alloys) ouemde the ramens spenGod is the |
'

high vesman) ase empWM means (not Risear peessa. wag ===== alemsmuss and/or titamsnm

showa), preferehty of siestrignDy husulating meterial, may be employed as the low asamme number masal, ;
d

will be sampioped. Eleserical .-a=~s 25 and 27, 35 together wish venashuma, chramsim, ansagmasse, iros, 7

whsch will asumuy be imselmeed copper and/or silver cobalt, actal, copper or sine as the higher asamuc am,

wirus, condest alssancsiy to a vanable resistamme 29 bar aussal. Simmlerty, ==y===== or aluminem assy be

and/or a benary 31. Diode 33 is provided to ass as a send with ma- Also, for esaampia, vanadam, chro- !
cdiesk swech as current Gow, psevennes bassary 31 imium, mengsmane or irem any be used wish cohnit, j
huma danvung elesensity to past 11 of the apparates. 40 ascksi, copper or sine, wish preference tsing to ese-

<

Other swaches (est shows) may she be provuled to ployang asek h with asomme ammbers further
orparese the vanshie :===a =a- and tas beatory frous the apart wahin such groups. Other such 4-- that
reus of the syssen,if deared, and the vanable reamtance are assAsl include v==8-= chrommum, mangneses,

may be made ==a w=ny vanable to draw a relatively iron, cobalt, anskal, copper or zine with anofylulesem.

! suzall earnes, due to the differemos in the electncal 65 silver, tie,pI===== gold,searcuryand/orlead.In some
posameials of she aphancal shells 17 and 21. drewuss appih aGoys or smalguns may be employed.
imore current whom the potential differemet is sud5- Also, wah tempact te '.l e higher atomuc somber amaten-

assaly high and being of decreased raamamos so as to als, silver, h as4 tis sney be used with Isad.
I

' -
--. .
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Thus, whGe.wilus the bmeder aspecu of this invemoon shimidies 75 asy be used to enclose the soorts of radia-
it is possilde to stilise as the absortier or shield saatsnals tion 73 or sisy be employed to encloes and prosset a
smasals with naamme musebers below 23 in coutumsmoe "turgst" of such radannon, such as a room in which
whh those of atomme numbers above 44, it is aho possi- penommet are located. maar the nuclear installation.
bis to etiliar ev==h==aa- of metals oinsde such ranges 5 FIO. 4 illustresas nacaher ==ha*==' of the inves-
and stGI cheaim the radianos absortnag and amargy con- tion in winch an =h=== enscerade til, or "almeid",la
seeing essets damed. the form of as easyty trascened sphere, with a few email

In F10. 2 heterogsmoons nuclamr wasse 41, in a mat- haies in it, and insulated from surroundas cessamer ,

able mesal coasasaar 43, is surrounded by concemanc 113, has amasher condenerve sphere 115 made of copper
skaartog annannis and daelecenas, all of which are is le or silver,inside k. anan.,*ve wesse 117 is in the com- ,

sphancel shape comforsung to the shape of wease 41 and taimer serve-memp the spheres, and arrows, seeds as that
comisiner 48. Thus, betwesa the cmstainer for the radio- idsmanad by numseal 119, show some pashs of rashomo-
active wane and the Brut radiation absortung sphere 45 tive ammuines hamn a perncelar losseion 121 of the
of elessnsmay conductive material there is a dialectne radionenve mus-ini. Innsend of shmmmun, oths con-
layer or sphere 47 and ' . 9,in order, about the 15 desasve manerais, preferably assais, cum tie used as the
sphere 45 area sphonaal layer # of dadscaric, anodear =maarial of the canar sphase as long as they are mahle at
absorbang sphere 81 of electricaDy conducave medanal, the temperseme chemimag withis causminer sta and as
another dialemne layer II, another metal layer SE, a loms as abey are denne enoegh to abenst alpha parecies
dissecarte hyer s7 and = cener metal layer so. spharm amaned from the heemrogensons necesar waste. Ammag :
45 and 35 are of abassamum or copper, as shown, and 30 such nasenals may be semmoomed =ag==-- teammann. :

i
spheres 81 sad 3D ase of copper or lead, tempassively. coppe, iram, chromium and nickaL Oscar shall 111 does
lhe same daalecanc, mism, alemina or odner suitahie not have to be sphancal in shape but a sphere presents
solid, or air. may be used between the venous metal the grossant vensey of doensional surfasas and is as !

**

spheres. Ofoowns, other shapes than spherscal umay also caneGast target for emmend radamson. Imaar elesurode i

be employed. As iuusarmead, in nonmal opersasos 23115,profurably ofsilverorcopper,mayainobeofother !

spheres 45 and SS will asunuy be relatively negaarve and aumducove ==nala- wish the adameity of its elecende -

spheres 51 and SD we be taladweiy poemive. Conduc. maannel depeakes to some sasses on that of the ashar
tors 61 and EI commset the " negative" raa-aala of eiessede assanal For asampia. it a prenarred that "the ;

'

spheus 48 and 55 to time 45, which line osmances to as high Z" and " low Z" assak aboeld be at least five
'

elecincal power consummag part of the chcuit, not 30 aanmic members apart, more preferably se lanst saa
shown baram, has lika that of FIG.1. IJssa 67 and # scomme amashers apen and mass preferably twenty or
ass to trammma the "pommve" puentials froen parts 51 .smore asomme members apart. Also, renamvely high and
sad 59 to time 71, which is also consecond to the emergy low Z mesanais may be ensployed.Then, two "high Z" !

consuming parts of the arcut. Of coarse lines 61. 63, meenis or aHoys may be used so long a they are a seRi-

.

65,67. W and 71 are i===1=nad to evoid any short cir. 35 ciset stamic number ddfaremos apart and are operaerve
' the presses invensson.! omies. While only two esta of pairs of eisomode, ahneids. m

or electnanUr conductive spheres are illustrasad in Elsetnami condesacrs 123 and 125, togssher with the
,

PIG. 2, a i of such pairs misy also be eun- osser shall nouses of elecencal pasantial and the imaar~

played. Alan, aamaan==e 43 and/or wesse 41 may be sheB sourse of elecanoni posamnial, com be commmal. |
an===eaad to line 71. e ceasd through a land or r===amaea such as that shows at i

i

In FIO. 3 there is shown a seclear - i.na*= bat- 127. and aba carrums flowns ces be read by an ammster,
,

a

tary or other sauros of elecincel power 73. which also such as that at 129. Absortsing of alpha parecies tr/
is a scuros of basenful radiana dee to the presence ar=d=mn= las and 135 may send a posidve charge
theram of r=aaaeaw masannL dameral 75 densmaass a thsough the canast hat reimeively high I shield its wiH
sonhalayered shimid of alternomma high Z and low Z 45 tamd to be mass charged thaa low Z 111 des to 111's
metals, espesaned by dislosenca. For asample, siscon- grasaur ;' rensavhy and hs presser absorp-'

cagy condscove assal sheses 77 and 31 may tie of a low tins of electrees. Also, as Eustrased, the elesencal po-
Z matenal, secti as an===== and shaus 79 and 83 may tumoni temi either of the assel spheres ansy be tramamus-

he of a higher Z maannel, susai as copper or land. Be- ned to a sak, .- - ' by sustal plane 131,in pond
i twoma the shases ase dudsene layers, which assy be of 50 133, whink phes serves as a ground. At 135 la shown a
,

asusshie dialessic assanni, such as alumsma, mica, milies, basesry which may be employed to imdmos ths Sow of

glass and in sums ammma, synshmise orgsame polymenc einsensity betwems the metal spharm er from the matel

plassion. If assaous masarmis are employed for the di- spheres to the meant passe 131. Swisches for camas e6,

electnc air or high vuommi is muunuy preferred. E3so- the emaihary bessey 138 are puummes, but are not inn,

trismi of the more negasive Ant and shird 55 treams in the drawing.
layers sad the mese pomove amoned and foonk layers As is seem tous the previous desenpeos the present

and the ===Amand unusal surfans of nossos 73 can be made prosnan afece dangerous sammmons from the hasarose-
"

to a power casumasas portans of the escuery. 85, asses sahannove or ,
rubsmos source,

which includes times 37 and 59, a vansble load 91, bas- whsch ass omavarted to elecencal sesrgy, wlmsda is com-

taries to be charged, amob as shot at 93 and a diods Se no 40 samed.Thereby redeeman is removed frees the environ- !

prevene hamana dreas shachargog through the ruskono- sammt and is changed to a kunniens emergy foran. It is j

tive sourus. As is some from the drawing, vohagen from weg knows that hage sums of money have beam en-

energy courwerung device 73 and shield 75 may be com- pumded in raamarch enorts to solve smelaar wasac star.
bined vis condaciers f7 sed pf, and tgl and le3 rumpec- aos proideas bus dampne all such esors no prior art
tively. Thus, =a-=leng 75 oma protect kunnas and the 65 *=ela=== taught the prooses of this invemmen. Prior art

envwenemas tem seclear.insemilassam 73 and can be eSans were abreceed to ==an==g the maclear wease, j

employed to help ar-==- the radasson emergy from ummagy aAar commentramos thereof, by norms it in a
the sucasar snaasnel in such anstalianos. Of courne, commamer or assen is a remose area or deep a the

__. ____ _ __. _ __ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _a_ __ _ . _ _ _ -
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earth. Ohen shlaldhIg was utdiaad which, in e#ect. Z masanal with thicker layers of relatively low Z mate.
soarsiy consams the radiance or is inschf affected by rial, in repeating pairs, with the carrein flow being
absorpoon of such redsanos. When contmament is the between sech high Z and low Z layen. Usually the
only eNect of the ahi+Wat dangerous energy levels can vanous shield layers are at ddlerent distances froin the
be prodoced sad when conversion of the shielding me 5 radaoacerve source but it is aho within the evention to j

tarial takes place doe to emergy ahmorpoon, the aarure of utillas different shield electrodes at the name dessance I

the estanal may change, leadsag to desenorauon from smob source. For conversos of gasuma rays to |

thereof. harmlams elecansury a honeycomb forum of almelding is !
I

Before the prensas invennon k was knows that omr- commdased to be a86==a and k is also eNessive for
tsaa rypes orradimosa manid be oonversed iano clecincal to ahmerymen of basa rays. However, in amas cases, as I

smergy (bot usesy espera refened to beheve that samma when the semi shiehls denarioraae aAer uns (some re- i

rays could be so trumsfonmed). StiD, the prior art did not duced assount of decanorance sney be observed) only a I

teach the use of any of such converson ==^==== for single type of metal shielding mananal smay *
alueldaag the environment hina dangeroes -a is be heat ameployed, with ' , being ca direct'

r

fact, such apparatuass aceld leak prunary -- and is conversion, ph--- . * W.r.hy, Compton efect and ion j

could genersee dangerous e==adary emances. Also, pair forussion for conversson of the radiasion emergy. [

for seeinfactory operemos of venous prior art nuleur Norunally, as wham a sourse of radianos is above- |

devness for prodecang elecincal amargy, such as that of ground, as is a h nacisar power plant, j

the Rittar pasant. pun 6ed noerous of redsoecavity had the shielding anny have to be chmaged as time goes by.
'

to be emed, naher than '-- ( womas'such as 20 Seck chmaging may aims be dessated by the changing
!

|
esmal nuclear westes. The praest invention allows the naamse of the radassion soarum, and k wGl be , '"-

! tremament and abashhas of such wasses and aho allows to enEae shishbegs for grossess enhets verses venous

the protecsana of venous acerous of compies radeoso- types of radianen, for *==t = redsosserve enhak 40d

tive -=- sack as d=a-===a--a nuclear planes, during the Hrut yunes afiar d- ---=====g shed iso. -

pools of highly r=d-=ve masenals, radioactive anal 2.5 topes of michal and anobseas unamy years laser (each |
I

tadings, suclear wesses being transported, nucamar having disseumt peak fragasacass of radiasion). As de-

wussas being prossened, and stored sohdifand wanas scribed, shields may be used around a satlaar rencear or

LLat have been "vitrened", ensmand is a synthetic or. s n- and above the i===Il eaa= thsy snay be ist

gnaic resia, or ambedded is car === or concrete. staggued form to allow air carcoinoes (but any air
i

The presamt evemoon alsoincorporetasarveralsafety 30 esumand wiB be Altered and sionstored for leakage of
featuna mot suggeseed by the prior art. For saample, by r-s-r.d-),

drawing of redsamt emerEy from abield material the IJgued wassas may be shielded by messa of the pres-

invennom allows for ==hd==aa= of such masenal and one lawmann, as snay be radscactive weseas being trams. |

thereby incrummes its ah=Id=y life. Aho, whereas is the poned in comeanners. Such aama==s may be made of |
Riner pasant as object has been to beild op high voit- 35 shesides aseenals sud the electricalload any be a part

'

ages, thus puttag a seruin on the samelding and secreas- of the electnel syssess of the trsaspareng vehicle. For

ing the danger of necedent, such is not necessary nor is taasuple, the electncmy gemorasad fross the weses being

k an object of the prement invention, which allows for carried may be used to operate electric lighas on a truck

regulation of the r====ae to mamasan a current Goer or trailer being employed, which ligha will blink on
and theruby to aid the converssos of rashoactivity to 40 and off to act as a warang that radioecove mananalis
electricsty. la other wargis, there is no " bach pressere" pnment.
ce the syssess due to any requirement to produce a high '11me pnammt evemens is ensful for protecting hemass

vokage, and the pneams as parates men as a enfery valve, and the suivironment. Even if k had been known that
allowag the Dow of mese anscancay is response so any elamriesty could be produced from haamregemsous radi-

flare.eps or ==de= smessions of . " W i. 45 ocios isoleding gamma rays, such "asw eme" of sasde

The surhad==== of the invention demenbod uses pressus would be , " espeamily in the ehesmos
,

form.eetmanag eleccionDy sondeedvs assai shields but of any suggesses thereofin the art. Espemally in view

such shields may also be made in the fona of a Aeashie of the long fait send for such a pensass sad the great'

|
blankat which een be essay placed over a source of neumber of rummarchers mesmapting to savest is k is coa-

rushesion or over a subjast to be psessesad ham suck 30 odered that she proomes was act merdy sharent in the

redemon. la smak and other instanoms tbs imeervenias prior art and was not obvious so those o(ordanary ski!!
shmincine amaserial, whink wHi them prefsembly be a inaudiart.
solid, may be amoided or otherwise enached so the else- Appaready the sineest " prior art" to the presamt
trionBy condessive retenals. Of ooerse, is such bles- invemmon is U.S. Pts. No. 4,173,524, to Aisser. Ritter

bass annable e==d===a will be provided to carry off $$ does not sammann the maployaname of his apparasus to
: dasunesty toe the shielding sistals to am siectrical shoort redsmans sad prosast the environment. In fact,

load, where it in oomsemed. he unisess a lead hosums to ansmente the radiados
la amployag the unvennon modificamos may be esamed by the source therent it assy he inferred that

made dependag as the panicular type of heserose- the Risest appareens crosse addinamal- Ritter
===== wesse hans stAnand and its asase of " decay". If 40 unsa paramular types of redscacave sources, ensinns
the , - am on is of alpha parecies the load smarsam len sham a milhos misceren voin. such redsome- ,

eheeld be enross samences wish the fest layer of shield- trve neurass of Rkter appear to be reissively pere iso- 4

ing and the rest of the shesidag. If the ,._
^ tapes, not baserogeneous seclent womes ammmaing large

caussoas is of basa rays it is canadered best to have a ammonam of r=d==aa== of d Nerent types. Ainar apensAme

insis I outarmost ahisidleg layer and/or a ground as 65 the employument of his ymenaular high and now4 unase.
ces almeirode and eB the ashar layers as the asher elec- rials wherens the presamt invention anoes the use of a

trada. When gasmsma reys are the principal redataos it is wide vansey of such matenals, for saample, suclent

comedered hem to susploy thin layers of reinavely high wasres smalude alpha and beta redanssos emuriers, but

. _ .
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Ritter's device is'limiesd to a source of sammen rays wnh tial ddfarence low by --*-g a enrrent fkrw j

'
less thma 1 Mew power. Rhter tries to prodeos saami- barween the abisid parts.
seus voltage whereas such is not the porpose of this 2. As apperneus according to claim 1 whenen the
invennon and is facs preventes voltage build-up is sinaishas parts are of good condmeners of AJj, the
very importam. Rister's invensson is a remote siectr6. 5 radnamos source a radioecove wamas maseral, and the
cal generssor" wheroes the presamt appararus is in- elastreamDy conduce ve aba=Adag para are taparmed by

a duiscarm memnal.tsaded for use la or asas to power plaats, hospnals, ,

3. As apparatus acconhas to cisim 2 compumag a j
waste pree-mg cansers or other places that pansrate msnm W poemaal ~= to |
or bosse nacdsar woussa, and allows tremansat of the 10 the ddfarent slacensmay condanerve akssking parts,

'

wesses at such she, shareby, at Ismet in part, obvmens with a pouleve h being us the shielding part
the need to transport theat to a damp. Flaally, the Einer m shmorbet of hwa g mid a w -
poem mahas ao mance of m the energy de- being to abs sinsidag part less absorham' of basa rays, ;

veloped in the lead, especanBy.ame of vanable resta- whiedi source of electncal panemstal ddleremos, when
tamoe, which smakes the apparatus adaptable for une 15 commoctadasmentioned.helystosammiatellowofreG-
with reshoacteve womes of ddienst strengths and of aessnery indemed elesaricity, with at knast one of such ,

changsag anelvulsa. Unlike the lunst apparatus, which - hains da =, ma. so that when such i

requess the russianom of the energy the redsonctiw redenesovky admond Dow of elecanesty is begun the
'

sonroe can een so as to mainmin it now, the preent Sow dthe ===Immer canuma may be hahad by dmoom-

apparatus is capable of operanoms widi high emergy 20 assansa each -
somrous and is adapeshie to consume whenever elecincal d As apparusus ancordmag to cluius 1 whhat com-

amargy a produced by such sossee, thereby aiding in pres a pieralsey of pairs of sosialhe almelding parts is a

-=== a conversion of rashanos so electncal aanrgy. peak of radmoon fross a rachoscove sauros, with the ;
*

puem of ancin per being espumed by a deleotne sh '

ne inveneca has bene described wish repect to U stance and with the paars hang esperasad from other
vanous iDaarassoms and h+a thereof but is act mch pair ommpns-pm W e --a=
to be bened to these besmane a is evident that one of
skiB in the art, with the 8'""' =r=nar=== and draw- home ensi other by a lams twemy naamse members, so
ings before him, wGt be able to utilise ambatitussa and the am W W Manne h them is '

equivalaam waham deparung from the imatica. 30 asubimbed, due to the ddfeing absorpaams of redannon
W is claimed im by them- and with the shie; Jing para of each pair being i

L As appararm fee pnma:eng argum== and the commacted to an elecencal load so that the eness of the
enveromment fross harunful emusmoos hem a radamnom pimrality of pairs of elecanemay condecove masunais is i

'

source by ahinidsag said orgaasuas and envirr====8 to aheart a signi8amma proportion of the rashanos from
ham at least a pornoa of mach ======= compress; 25 the radioaseve somrom and onesome the smergy thereof

a pierabey of metalhe shasiding parts located to ab. at the mismancelload,

sorb emmemons from the source, with one of said g. As apparums for controuing enummons from a radi-

pluralmy of para being located farther away from ation sonroe, said apparatus conspnang; '

the source them as onbar of said plurality of parts a asas shield ~==y===d of a sesenthe alsmust havmg a-

'
40 Sus asamuc number and esposed to said causmoesand with the one and other of the ab=lding pans

as that ta alsonncal pommeal ammu a Ent value >

being respecovely of menais having atome sun-
bars ddfanns frodt one another by at Isast ten

. am.sc ._hme .e.ing eos ienem havnsa second shisid meanic s
-om - sh- m - - - - i a dSr.a -
f*'mos beween said one and othar shmidsag paru

45 aussher by at least tem and which, dos to espesure
is snabhaink and as the - assemos a potemaal having a sec-

mama, elemenmuy interposed betwena the one ud and valse ddrerums from the arm value;
other =% parts and phymently remone fro" a diensowie herwesa the first and esoned absends; and
said scuses, for dissipanag said siscarical potential as elecancel load ~===ed herwean the Srst and
ddrename by ~==mmg elecarie power, said 50 smoomd nimaids, said load inciadog sa =====a*=l'y
mamms instuding a vanmids rummsmoe elanset and venable r===amma* which numsames the flow of

'

mamms for &ny verymg the reessance of current and kasps the voltage low.
* * * * *

said vanshis rammaaoce elemmat to kamp the posem-
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The Commissioner of Patents !

b- and Trademarksg
yf Has received an 6pplicationfor a patent

for a new and usefulinvention. The title
and description of the invention are en-
closed. The requirements of law have
been complied with, and it has been de-

0 termined that a patent on the invention
shall be granted under the law.

f( Therefore, this

United States Patent

Grants to the person or persons having
title to this patent the right to exclude

,

othersfrom making, using orselling the
invention throughout the United States

of America for the term of seventeen
yearsfrom the date of this patent, sub-
ject to the payment of maintenancefees
as provided by law.
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(111 Patent Number: 5,122,332
Russell

_ (43) Dale of Patent: Jun.16,1992

[*4) PROTECTING ORCANIS%IS AND TIIE
EM IRON \ LENT FRO 41 H ARMFCI.

permerv Eramencr-Brooks H. Hunt

R4DI ATION BY CONTROL.l.ING SUCil
Assassant Ensmmer-Ngocian T. Mai

R ADI ATION AND 5 AFEl.Y DISPOSING OF
Ariorne.r. 4 gent. or firm-Burns Doane. SuccLer &
Matha

ITS ENERGY
(57] ABSTRACT[76) Insenior Virginia Russell. 4M Crescent Ave -

Buffalo. NX 14214 A radiation gradient is utilized to transfoem harmful
radiant energy into safer. more useful forms. thus col.

[21) Apri No 442.442 lecting. controlling and censuming the energses of radi-

[22| Filed Nos.18.1989 ans emiumns and protecting the environment and living
organnens from them. More specifically, there is da-
cicwed a new process for shielding emitters of harmful

4 '.' *. Arp*' ration Data radiaten by estabhshing an elecincal circuu. which
process includes shielding the source of redseteost u hile[63| C. s. ... in nr.lser * *r 120.* sit. Mer 9 198* at colktg IM pergy of relatively more radiation on an..

vi : h.nonn. . h ha on aneins.$ . ##* '"" 8 *pan ..r Scr N., v.ti.*:w. Aug 14. t94. abandoned. ergy of relatntly.less radiaten gn mher ektncally
in hes h n a ca.nHausimen ser 5cr Nin 715 8.50). A pr 13. conducuW mawnal. wMch may mc% a gmW wp.** .h.nd..ard enternal sinL. thus establishing a difference in electncal

(?!) Int. Cl.' potential. and transferring this potential ddierence.
. C2tC 9/00 along with any potential difference from sunshary de.(*2] U.S. 01. .376'288;376/321:

410't01, 310/3tu 31000$. 429/15.136/202: veces oussede the shielded ares. to resistors and/or van.
able other loads w hich consume the voltage as n is

136/253
created. In ihn war emissions of radistmn are con-['lij Field of Nearch 310/301.304.305;

429/15.136 '202, 2.53; 370/320. 321. In serted to electrical energy and are controlled and the
source of radiation is better shselded because the de-

l**) References Cited *" E* *" E' *"" "' #"'#II *" "

U S l' A I LN1 DOCUMENTS
shocided area and prevents conwquent detenotatson of
the shieldmg material thus prevennns flash-overs. acci.

:.> t* nan aste** Lindes . )lonte dents breaks and leaks in the shielding and providing:av S? s/t*** Chran,n 37 art:0 greater protection of hving organnmwi s* .am tit **1 5mmn S ta, t:0
4 t ** ' 2 4 II t w ?** Rince

. . , . . - 3 sti/.uu
38 Claims. I Drawins Sheet
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.

ergy. w hich se controh and conwmn outode the
PROTECTING ORGANISSIS AND=TIIE shielded area. thus substanuall> reducing random ema.

EMIRONMENT FRONI H ARNIFl*L RADIATION unns of radiaton to the environment, and preventmg
BrCONTROLLING SL'CH R ADI ATION AND energy budd.up. flash os ers. and consequent tendenc> ,

SAFEl.Y UlSPOSING OF ITS ENERGY . of the shieldmg to detenorate, thereb> presentmg seci. Is

denis and damages to the shielding. Of signi6 cant im. |

I
Thn apphcaton is a conunuaimn of appheapon Ser. portance is the "safeiy sahe" effect of the inventen.

No 07/320.787 Sted Mar. 9.1989 m hich ma a contm. mhich protects the shielding. helps to presene damage
ualm+n of apphcaten Ser. No. 06/427.161 Tded Sept. 29 to the contamer. and thus prevents leakage. j

'

1982. w hich n a C.I.P of Ser. No. 05/933.529 Gled Aug.10 The purpose of thn invention a to protect the enw
14. Iv78. m hich n a contmusuon of Ser. No. 05M81.503 ronment from harmful radiation from emnters of such
fded Apr. 13.1977, all ahandoned. radiauon parucularly from nuclear masses in their

many f rms. It cann a be tenably maintamed that ihn
. TROD E M process was obvious to anyone knowledgeable in the j

Pnor to the prewns mvenson u had been sidely 15 6 eld of nuclear physics because nhere mere many years
ennudered m the scienunc community that gamma w hen the nerd for the invennon was great bus : did not
radiannn could not be successfully directly convened occur to oshers. In 1950 Samuel Gluuome's clasue
in elecincuy. Subwquently, m U.S. Pai. No. 4.178.324 "Sourcebook on Atomic Energy" said:

murd Dec. II.1979 hut identiGed as a continusuon in. "The problem of shielding sources of radiation has
ran of an appi canon Gled Sept.1.1976. Ritter taught 20 been studied catensavely from both empenmental and
thas a nuclear elecincal banery could he made, uung a theoretical points of view. It is of course a matter of
mna.ornergeus gamma ray source. m hwh source would the vernost importance."
emu no high enctgy charged partwin. The prewn but hn book recued other means of thwldmg and made

appkaimn traces back to one Gled after Ruter's cariant no mention of the method employer' has invention.
daae hus it claims an effecuve msention date earlier than u Tweny.eight years later the Union - neeened Sci-

thaa of Ruler The prewns inventmo dnungunha oser ensnas mas adsocatmg shut down c .ansaruction of
Huset in coswept and m proce ung ucpv le retain to nuclear pow er plants unut some solution to the nucicar
piniccting organnms and the enseronment from radia. m aue problem m as found. Bdhons of dollars were being
tuui h> consrolhng such radianon. and don not relate spene studymg safe dnprnal of nuclear m aues but none
meisl> to the producunn of an elecincal hasisry. utsha. m of the uudies mennoned the process desenbed herem as
mg a eurse of nus:Icar energ>. Further. the mventen n a ermuble solunon. In 1978 Dr. Cunnmgham,in charge
app!..ahle io uw m uh s armus sources of radiant emn. of nuclear masses for the Energy Research and Desel-

melud:ng those of heterogeneous radmacine opment Admmruraama (ERDAl and later for the De-am
maues. and it helps to uahdire electncall> conductne partmene of Energy (DOEl. wroie:
sh c' Jing maie'nah w hich may he employed. M "The process of convertmg the energy from radioac-

inuy into electricity has been demonstrated but
SilORT DESCRIPTION OF EMilODIMENTS OF never been applied to heterogeneous nuclear waues."

Tile INVENTION
The prewns apparatus and proccw include: Procenes for safely dnpoung of nuclear wastes were
A Shielding the wurce and emnuons of radasimn: do directed to recyChag the woues in reactors, tretung
if Euahinhing asadiaton gradient between.a part of them chemica!iy. burying them. Shooung them into

the deuse absorhang conuderable radiatism and a space dnperung them. changing their physical forms
part of she deuce arsorhin'g]cL~rheni into gases, hquids or solids, coohng them in water or air

C "Conscrung energ> of thn radiatum gradient into and releasang the heat and other radianon to the enva-
elecincal energy or vohage by direct conserwon. af ronment. and Just placing them in shielded containers.
phwo s ona c acinm. Compton effect. iomaaten D> Thew methods tressed the whole radmacuve molecule.
pairmg. or other known means of converwon: while the method of the present invennon treats the

D Conducung ihn eners) ousude the shecided area emnuons from the molecules. m hile con 6nmg the mote-

to a load or loads a here u n consumed; cules. The preseni procns not only shields the environ
E Ntonnoring the Dom of cuttene and/or voltage ano 30 ment from the radioscove wastes but H aho provides a

adjuunny a vanable reusiance or other load to it circuit that collects the radiated -mission energy and
m di consume most of such radiauon energy as H is conducts it through an electncal c.cc6 where the ca.
produced. cess energy can be consumed in environmentally ac.

Thn unenten controls the emnuons of radiation, pre- ceptable forms. This is an enurely new way of shielding
senn dangerous budd up of voltage which can cause H radioactive maienal.
cold emnuon and perhaps, flash. overs, accidents or There hase been paients for nuclear batienes, de-
lesh in the shwldmg. It is for the purpow of proireting ugned as power sources for use in remote areas, gener.
oegannms and the environment, and is an improvement ally m satellites, where re'en es of harmful emisuons do

oser ennsms methods of radiauon-emiums deuces and
not seen to consutuse as great an environmental prob-

so lem. These battenes. and their construction and usemateriah.
* # E'"' "'*"" " " *

FEATURES OF Tile INVENTION AND 1. Fem. if any attempts were made to protect the
DISTINCTIONS OVER PRIOR ART environment. and no asternpas were made so control

N mvenien is an improvement in present shieldmg secondary emnunns from shielding or to carry off and
meihnds for sources of harmful radiaison. It shields the 63 consume eacess energy from the radianon.
sourse of the radiation and the emisuons, and at the 2. The purpose was to produce mansmum power woh

same time conserts the energy of the radianon absothed the least weight. The purpose of the presene mvennon is

h> ihe shieldmg 03ashar) devices anto elecincal en. to protect the environment by improving methods of

- -- . - . _ _ . - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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shielding and b) controlhng esceu emnunm of radia. m hich was after esperimentation that the present ms en.
tion tot had conducted. In such morL she had dernonsaraird

1 Many nuclear harteries are conudered hazardous that nucient maue emananmen could he converted to
19 health According so esisting patents. m hen a nuclear electrv.;i 3. so as so change the radiassen energy to eles.
basiery n brought to en area et ma) sacrease the harmful S trocal energy. using foils of diNerene metah as shields
radiaison in the area. With she presens procos caresus e after which seich energy was consumed. Thus the rada.
radiaison mwde the skridmg n decreswd. thus proicci. ans energy from nuclear messe had been consrolled.
ing the shielding. improung funcimams thereof, and Althougit is a considered thes the presens inventori
prosecting ihe ensnonment outude ihe shielding by work preceded ahe fding of Rmer's earliese paeens spris.
consuming the escess harmful redsstion in environmen. 80 cation vanosis importane differences beimeen ihn in.
tally acceptable man vention and that of Rulee wdl be set fonh belom to

J4 Ennung nuclear banenes require specific isoeopes further cushink pasentability of this invenema.
for eheir source of rac-s energy. The use of the pres. I. Although there has been a definise need in the j

ene insension n nos IWI to a specific source bus mill nuclear field for a toiseson to the nuclear masse prob.
alwi allom a conudetable reductmn in the amouns of 15 lem. phier's process does nos provide any solucion of
redession emaued so the enviroainens. and thus prosects the nuoear waste probleen. Rieser never suggessed thee
the environment. hn mvenanta was usefulin solymg this problem. and this

% 5 Proent deucn provide no safety. valve or similar was at a ume when solving such problem was a major
mes hannm to pres ens flash.over. or en prevent damage recarch e6rt of scienuses throughosit the world. The
to she shielding Shielding failures hase already caused 20 purpose of the prnent inventen is to proiect the enm
leaks and colluesca of earth. air and ground muer. tonment by convertmg nuclear emanations ao elecinc.

a Pruir are des ses provide no mechannm to proiect ity ameri consuming the energy in environmentally ac.
agamse any cold emnsums w hich occur w hen a voltage espeake foran. thereby presensing emnsinns of radia.
gradient reacho almius IO*. w hile the instant process tum en the enuronment. Sisch n an impawtons dnsinc.
pres enes sus h held.up of voltage 25 tion het reen this paient appiscassre and all osleets.

7 Pruir art deuces provide paws e shielding. such as 2. Ruleri ens enema den not allow for working u nh
14)ces of lead, concrete. earth carhan sacel, etc. Such heterogeneous urasses. He applies is only in gamma rays
sNeldmg allous the escape of wime harmful gamma of energy less than i Mev. shin barnag alpha particles.
rap and the conserwom of others into hess. This heat beta rays and gamma rays from i so 10 Mev. The inven.
cosid build up and caine probieras for she shelding. 30 tion of this patent application iresas all of these.
Such paswve shielding n orien subsected so more radia. J. Mews collections of nuclear masses contain high ;

tion chan n can succewfully abwwh. which can cause energy emitieng masenals, as do the tanks of masse as
damago from dtpag. cracking. etc allowing emnesoin West Valley. N.Y.. for esemple. but Ritter% patene
of radioacanr maecrials that are enore dangerous to specifically sesses chas his radioacuve wiurces "has e the
lising organnnn than wmple radiation because the M doirable charactenstic that they emit no high. energy
radioactn e moleculo may he deposited on or taken into charged particles."
the human body where they continue to radice. The 4. The Ritter patens disciones then the value of hn

; pre ens ins enine n st acerned m uh limump the amoune resniance will be chosen to maasmise the power deln.
' i e stiaine huildup coinsainal an the sbriding and wuh cred to the electrical load. Accordmg to the pre enti

protechng the sbeldmg from deternvatum due to the ao invennon she emnsmas from the radiasson source deter-
radianum. therch3 pres enting breaks and leakage devel. mme the remer w hich is consumed as it is produced.
opmg m the skriding. 5. Riiscri paiens does noe even mension the load

g. Mosa nuclear hasseries essahinh a voltage difyer. heing adopied in consume all the "gradiens" energy
ence bets een she source of radiassen and other paris of produced. as a n produced.

{ the device but the present ensentum also employs the e 6. Ritter descnbes hn invenamn as "remose". The
g sallage creased beimeen laters 4 sheidsag. Addisma. preent invention is not remose. In fact. is may dewrahlyt
! all). unlike the sentans ins eneum. casseing nuclear hasser. be located ness to power planes or hospitals or otherl
so do nos petmde for veryms hd !~duw rnneanen en places thee generase nasclear wasees, and electrical en.
use the electriesty a'. is n traduced. ergy can be fed hack mio the s/ssem. avoiding the dan.'

9 Devices late that descrshed b) Rit&r are limited to 10 gers of transporting nuclear wassesk
a small amount of a certain type of radioactive matenal 7. A very important aspect of the present invention is
oflamined energy wble spearatunes and procennes of the improving the shielding of noveces of redssison by
present invenue s 4 ;ily to widely vanable amounts and drawing on and consesning the benid-up of energy in
type of radioact..e maienals. Such atuantienes may be the shieldiest and in the field around the shielding. Rn-
millions of umn the amounts cited m the Ruter paient. $$ acr's inn @on shows no conceps of this and does nos
and may enclude endn edual emitects wnh energoes of ten suggest k. All Ritter says about shielding is "In order to
times (or motel the limit mentioned by Ritter. It cannoe prevent an outside radiation hasard. she radionosore
Ise Jusuriably said that uhes applies to small amouns of source and plates can be contamed wishm a lead hous.
nuclear = ante also applies to melhons of umes as much. ing IL" and "The thickness of the lead housing muss be
It is well known that only shght changes in mass con. e0 sufficient to attenuate the radioison emitted by the
vert a relatively safe amount of potentially, fissionable source or sources." A preferred embodiment of the
material into a nuclear device. present invention includes shieldag which surrounds a

mau of nuclear wasse mass. In FIO. I of Ritter's paten
DISTINCTIONS OVER CLOSEST REFERENCE ,w ,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,, i,c ,g ,, in, i,fi, ,,s, to she )

The alleged "pnor art" paient which appears so be 69 lead housing. and eines this desses does not shield the j

moss relevant to she presene invention is U.S. Pan. No. environmens froni she source left side encept through )
4.173.524. of James C. Anier. The earhees fling daie of the pensive les shielding. FIG. 2 of Ruleri pasent shows
thn paiens or any parens applicasion is Seps. l.1976. the steerting miseenal so be arranged so thes a does nos ]

,
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encime the source. "radiasmg* out from the source in energ) of the harmful radiaton in environmentally
sush manner as in leas e far more open space than acceptante man
shiridmg about the source. The need for the prewns invention io protees ther

8 Rdter hmin the radioactne source to less than I enuronmens from radsaison whether from high power |

Me Tank 802 at We i Valley. M*. contained I17.200 ? transmnuon linn. televnaon and visual dnplay devices.
=atn of radiaton 4%'euern New York Nuclear Service Lra) machines gamma ray devices nuclear battenew
Cemer Companion Rennrts Clearly the Raster pseens rmerom as e and milhu as e devices and other such m ave,
cannot be conudered as suggoting tresiment of the and particle emitters n not )ct clearly underseced by
West Valley uaue m ath the presens process m hoch n a the pubhc or the emperts in this feld. However, an evi.
main oefectne of the pre ens anvention. 10 dence of harm to organisms and the environment from

9 Ruter 5 pasene n also very different from the prn. such soveces connnues to accumulate it is believed that
ene insentum m thai et is s cr> specific abos 2he particu. such need will be estabhshed.
lar comNnatums of elemenn to be employed The pres. NUCLEAR %'ASTE TREATMENT
ena anentum does mn reywre use of two different met.
46s T how if one metal n used. m hwh is posuble. Reiter's S N most crucial ned for the inwnted appermones
teaching would not arriv. The present ins enten allows and processed is to protect orfanisms, especially hu.

I he plaies m he of the same material or of seseral differ. mans, and the ennronment imm the hazards of nucleart

ens matenah Furthermore. Ritter% teaching don not maues There are many different applications of the
| appl 3 so use of meish of; munnon p suhle and the apphcanons can be changed.

t Z of IJ through 4. and Z above 4 20 as she nuclear wasan change, siih time.

2 Z of 2J through 4. and Z below 23. This inventson as directed to shieldag orgatssoms and .

. Z of 2J through 4. and Z of 23 through 4. the enuronment from radmacuve masenals, especially:

Thus Ruser does nos include such mater al as copper. radmasto Any mawnah empWd am b 4Wmg.
1

i am Lrt. manganew. thromeum. iros, rushemum or other
* #""I **EI #* ***"'" #8""" 5"I * * ***I

|
mh materials shal are camshwan e, as ailable and rela. emp. uc af a c m unal **e m Ey m

#"""**#"'' *"# # "' ** *"
i' enels mesprume. ..e pairs of uwiah um h as aluminum

saiump um h energs m transportahic clwtrical battersn.t an.l ...pp. . ..ppce an.1 tea.i. .n las en s of almmuum amt .

g g ,,
f sopect. un cred u nh lag ers of copper and le.ed i et. all

masenal than can be stored or transported is the equave.
umh mmNnatums of metals are operaine w thm the .10 lene of use or consumpoon of energy.
prewns ins enten.

t|nni ser3 recently. harmful radiated emewens frnm ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Ngh power electrical transmnuon hnes televis.on and

|| appears that the high-level masses as the West Val-
usual dnplat equipment. Eray machines micrrimase le) Demonstration Project are to be "sohdined in a I
deusvs milism as e deuce and other such emnters has e ,g) form sustable for transportation and disposal by vitrib |had onh pasm e shiciding. if any, apphed to them. u nh cation or by such other technology whch the Secretary i
no anempt heing made to conirol any random emswen' of DOE determann to be the most effective for soladi4 I
to she enuronment by cutung down the electromag. g,nna - {

-

nets field near the source b) shielding wnh conducen e There are certain limnatens it is des 4rable to meet in
'

maieriah and as the same time collecimg the ener5F an apphcstens of the insenten to the treatment of rad.
abs.uhni from the radiation by the shielding, and con. m aue. especially sohds6ed nuclear masses. There
sunung and controihng this energ), thus presentenf should be a collector of sufficiently low atomic member j

sus h random emnwons to the enuronment and improv* and sufficiently high elecincal conducuvity 60 that it
'

ing performanse of the shielding and of she equipment. interacts with the lowest energy alpha and beta rays and
Furthermore. no passnes dewrire applying the prewns a3 with low energy gamma rays. A sufGciens amount of
insented apparatuses and prncenes in such equipment. total shieldsag is preferabis connected into the conduc/

There has been growmg concern abous better shield. tne circuit so that a near aero quantity of gamma rays
ing for unh desices, e reciall> unce recent irsn hase can be detected outude the shielding. The total mass of f
show n ihai long serm los le el radeauons can cauw metal an the collector and of dielectric between differ.
censrr Accordingl). apphcsteon of the prewns inven. So ene metal layers should be sufLciene to slow down -
tnus to sheelding and prosceting the biosphere (organ * gamma rays and collect their energy into the carctast.6
mms and their environment) froan such radtation emie. Among processes thas apply are direct conversson ofl
ters ss ahn useful. some alpha and beta rays, the photoelecinc effect. thei

THE NEED FOR THE INVENTED PROCESS Compion effect and electroe posaron painns ne em.'
$$ bodsment dlustrated as cfncient for collecuon of energy

Esperts in the nuclear Geld hase recently stated that from gamma rays. Such rays sinking the sheelds ofle.ad
there n no knoma pnes for reacing sie sosieny of or "Ngher denuty masenal" are hkely to reflect elec.
reduwswe masses to such a level shal they would be trons back to the aluminum or lower Z metal where
safe and would nos polluie the environment. As pre ens they are absorbed and give a negative charge to the'
trensniene of the m anie is by treating the chemicals 60 circuss. Gamma rays of energy greater than 1.02 Mev
whuh are radmactive. Nuclear maues are separated can react with matter es the pair producuon process.
sad dnperwd. concentrated and confined, transfoned losing their et ergy to electron poutron pairs. ! ater the
and buried Dupersal merely spreads oua the radmactiv. pennron comhines with an electron to produce Samma
ty Gesenstatum makes et more miense. Changing rap w hich can react phosoclectrically wnh the less
.hemm al moles u6n h3 shemnal prtgewe ducs noe e dense shocid.ng. 'I hus, there es a reasonable probability j
thmmate n. not don transponmg n not burying is. The for complete converunn of gamma tan to somzauon
evented prosew shies not affect iml) chemical and/or energ) of the bhick n large enough to perma the muito ,

.hpu.alshanges is actuall) consroh and consumes the pie processe in occur. In the Compton effect the

i

I
l
i
1

1
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gamme ray loc ses energ) to an electrre and a photon abose are preferably los than an electron range thsch
oflo.cr energ) w hwh can then react agam uish the lew and the thicker secuans are presser en thecknew The
dense shielAng material of louer denut) sends so collect more eles-'

With heterogeneous masacs et es diffwult to predict trons and w hecome more negame.
the s.slaage chas u sil he produced Some alpha particles s The serious sources of reiseasel> praesise sad reis-
and beta pariscles negase each other's charges giving. thely negastre electncal posensiois may he separesel) |on hear that can he conserted so eleetneriy by seme connected, as illusarased (hiss with the - and - out of '|conductor cells en the shielding. Some penseles gct enn,ect), or posts of + and - pruennah may be trans._. !
tropped in the spedium and do not add to the voltag' messed so a load where the energ) es coassemed. Thus.
menially. There a more verission from a norm of iire 10 referring to FIG.1. lines 33 and 35 connect the various '

, locks are small because there are so many d:Kerem sources of electricity from the radiasenn so reinsor el |jime renods for emmeon. and there may he usnes of tew The load may be verwd depending on she energy level. j
,emmunns and tissen when many emmsosn occus samial. which may he read by meier 43 fa combenesson asn. '

taneoust . Tlierefore. af the blocks are unell se a base to

f comewne)the leads from she different blocks so that these 33
'meter /voltmeier). Resessor el sney be of the sessomate-

cally adjussing aype to thes a draws o# she massanusu
}dinerence are averaged niet. Also a temporary oppos- energy now, if the energy level is suinciently high

,

.ing schage can be applied to sumulase initial currens
0** Mh ad a W Ind 37 is imrmluced. |

i In FIG. 2 the prosecove bleeket 45 comprimes dielee- -|To esumaie she volesse so be produced one inay c a 1 y thwk W homenussbediemploy the following equation: ,o 'y.' mesenal
molded inio it. a relatively this later $1 of " higher j. , , . _

%%,e . . .. 6 r m" density" metal. such as copper. alummum 53 in dwiec- .
, ,,

inc $5. lead 57 and dielectric $9. Lake the absorber of |

and mas aosal the soltages for all the emmmens normal .3 FIG. I the blanket apperasus also snelede s arishie and j
for she mesensk * Gaed reiassors a swisch and esiesers as seluseresed. a.ed i

IJcell> the snienusy cuiude the shiriding should he 0, the vermus collectors may be esssulari) connected. as i

indwanns no radianon energy n escaping. To ess mate show n. I

intenut) one may use the esgues use: Vanous modGcassoses of ihr appersieses and meth. !

ods may be made sad employed. Addsesonal loads sney fy
he entrodue ed inao the circuss by an eusomasse switchi j

,4 .g_ ,,
respo. wing to increenes in catrent flow and/or wohage. .[~

as shown by the amnieter/vols. meter. Other methods off I
a g,, ', conversson to electrical energy, such as seem.condues
4

# '" ' 8* J sors may be embedded isi the shielding. The conduesivd - I
h

f"" P****I* **#"*** "" "'*
as a knear scienusuna coeffwiens chatecternsic of ably hongcomhed for greer ahnettuson. and sney be- '

*pec Ge masenal embedded in a deelectnc. Aho, diodes or other electn. j
,

The intenuty low shrough the vanou% :Dickneses of * * ' * **f * *P'""***""'**# '
shielding and declecirst maserish can tse a icas,ed for

do **''.m sawde the sineWmg. |
s

d ,she maumum energio of gamma ra heregd and with d Kerently shaped bencks of manes and wier
suffwiene notei shweding may be provided to bois she

" * " * " ' "" # **' ""#N*' * *"** N' I"'""' Ihiphoe energy gemene rays. Il n preferred for 5.treces
**""3 **"*''s shapes of sheeldmg me> be used which |of the shieldmg to tw shshily irrepubt m fr.rm Thus
"" **P'***'* * * " * **

ihe) can be er trugesed or honeycosahed. and normally
they will not be perfect spheres thus prevenmg son 3 quesdy sk solid woues em slueided she depends M |con and on where alwy will be mored. Then am las. ne focusing of the radiosion.

capensave ways of making energy wuluirewmg circuses.
BRIEF DESCRIFTION OF THE DRAWING 5 es by incluems conducuve circuns in blocks of sohd

The invensson n olluuresed by the accompanymg wesse. Such as by one of a then mesh of a masenal Iske{
,

drau sag. en whech: 30 copper that converts emesasons by derect conversein

FIG. I a a schemenc represemanon, partie:Iy in hori. ead may mobish a wohage detemace weh alw lead |

sontal section. of an embodimene of the mvenuon in canans or en oussade sank. If only one kund of condocuve ;

which radioecove wpse a shornded and us energy is masenal h used in the acuve sma, it may less longu
[

drawn oK: and thee two d:Kerens materials thes interact bus it might
,

FIG. 2 is a susular represenseuen, in persial werencel *.S products lower wohage and could drew oKless redse. ,

secuen. of a shieldmg blanket" of ihn mvenuon. tion energy. There can eleo be wires en spirelms shapes
In FIG. I shielding meenslesion Il for radioecove or otherwne dispersed throtsghout the block for enom.

weste 13. shown as nohd Ged in block form. includew in pie. b a were mesh. When two metals are used in pros. ;

order. uarting wnh the locanon adjaceae the woue, imity the amount of power prodiaced may increase but .

enveloping mateneh which are: than relatively high to the conductive matenals may nos he as long lessing. In
densty (and relatively high stomse number) metal col. determining what form of the invention to use and what !

lector 15 (w hoch may be copper or ulver, for easmple. masenals lo emp6oy several things should be coned. |

or a comtnnation of bothL molded dielectne it thicker cred: (
low denmey metal collector 19. e 3 alemmum. m hsch es (s) Cost: .j
in " w.4 form and may be isnbedded in the dielee. aa (b) Required length of life for shariding: - , ;

enc: dielectne 21: collector 23 like thes of 15; dielectne (c) Locasion and enesemissy of samendog resguired:
25; colleesor 27 like thae of it; dwiectne 29: and lead (di Suseabshey of absorting mesenals for absorpoons ;

- shield.ng 31. The then secteoas of niesel snensioned et i _ " - emseason ene and .

I
t
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seet"ose of shielshns n posential cosas from harmful miervals 80 clean is of radioactn e molecules thes might
radianum hase adhered so n.

In an, es ene thn ins ension pros ides a means for collecs. The senous basakens after use. should be tressed as
ing and consuming radiani energy and thus imprmes contaminated wish nuclear weases, and m very radenac.
the .hielding of radiation emitiers. S ::ve wiustions they would be cleaned or replaced after a

The presens insensiosi has been conudered b) the tes penod. Hom ever. m accordance muh the insention
Depanment of Energy in he (cawhle hus oi ccws.effe the shielding mould not ocly phywcally hold back the
cirne Homeser costs of nos proiccomg the environment molecules of radioactive masenal but it would also be
sull's.icn I) are nos )et full) known and are mounting connected so as so consume the energy of the emnesons. i

dails la choowns applications of the msention the to thus preventing energy bold upsin the area,prevensmg ]
ohsrst should be to get the mots atmorpinon and conduc. funhet accadents and limiting harm to the environment.
tam of eners) emnwons freun the vunfied msue mate- la estreme cases it might be necennary to les some of the
nel siv other depouti mhde consadenng the coes and heng 30 through the sheeldeng to the ousade atmo.
meful hfe of the shielding. Much saud) has been gnen sphere. In such a case the blanket shielding can be in the ,

'
to ihr Lind of masenal to tund the nuclear masan inso IS form of honeycombed snesh shielding. mish nortuous
blo6Ls me ihn does nos have to be mentioned escept to pash6 therein.
sa) that in may he useful en hase a thermal conductor
Irwaard m she dielecine so presene damage to she de OTilER ASPECTS AND USES OF THE ,

eleserw. Of course. oppowns electrodes should be suffi. INVENTION ;

cienil) far apart to prciens shore circussing, Also the 20 Nuclear Accidents
circon should he capable of toleressag alternaams cut.

Domes or Quonset huss can be constructed in accor.rens.sah as missertionn may be generosed by a sairge of
,

h* ** M U"" # " k U "" |& ate ta r. rim ics or pim erful gamma rays heing ab airlieels
nuclear scendents. over auslear planes hesag decommis,and sewncrent to cinarway. There are many nuclear

maw, p,ohlems to he stilsed: w hat to do unh nuclear 25 wimed, or over nuclear preenseg plans N) have i
the advantage over blankes shielding of allowing many r

p ,,,,5.ing decommnwoned, u has in do a'ser an accog

dens has aturred and a has so do usih hquid masses layers of the dielectric aar to slom dow n the emisuons
ansi ioniae some of their energy, and they provide a ;

gaseou* cmasters etc. N applicatum of the prewns
insraeumi so shese prohlems mill he desnhed following 3*rger volume of air so contain the heat emessed. Blanket

the =*wwurne en6usurm of anoe her embodimens of the .ws shwlding and dome shieldmg can be combined with
mnh blanket shielding. Such as is shown m FIG. 2. !

unreim n. blanLes shieldmp,
which can be dropped over the accident. carrying off ;la l IG 2 the top ia)ct n of dielectrw and suthequent

laim are; a shm later oflead; a thicker later of dieley, and consuming much of the energy liberased Then ;

tric, a later of lom denuev conductive enaienal thick dome slueldmg may be placed on alw blanket shwld. >

rnouch so ahmith heta ra>E and electrons from gamma )? carrymg off and consuming more of the energy, ant |

ta) reflecomms and reactuun: and a dielectric. Then addissonal blankes sheeldag may be placed on top the !
dome.there are terrased la3 ers of higher tienwey conductors

dirles trie. shwher. Igss dense conductors. and dwlectrie. Decommesseomng Nuclear Power Plants !
ela snaking the blantess films can he used or la)ers of foil

can he femed by a ca sahle and curable dwiectnc. In the 40 if plants to be decommmasoned are to he M in place !

hiankes form the msensus don not requ re as long is is nos enough to encase them in concrete. They should !

lawing a decleverw as in the block form. because the be conssened in a structure or covered math blanket i

blantrowan he miwe emul) replacal. Sah materials as shieldmg as descrohed herein. Firm plaies of the shield.

Piliar>lanc. m>lar. costable polyuytene, teflon and ing forced unsler the plans wdl essend the life of .he .;
P%*ue>lene can he used. Epones polyun rene. ulo as shelding and proses: tlw enwonmens from seepage,

r

coars. polyeth)lene. polypropylene snel polyurethanes leakage and emenssons into the ground. Aboveground
can aNo he swd, shielding may have to be replaced as is ages. For enam.

As mich she apparatus shown in FIG. I. the hest ple se firss shere may be active cobali M presen and
' chime of dielectrw and conductive shociding materials Isser there may be nosopes of suckel and motium emit.

mdi he based on the type of emester and the estimased So smg their charactermsic radiassons. Each metal has a ,

masamum energy of radiaeum. hed againas coas. peak fraguency for emismons no in demounsag the type |

Where there has been a nuclear accidens the highest of shielding to use ihm should be taken isso consider. ;

efritiracy of thseldsag would be needed over the imme. anion along with cosa and structural properties.
danse area, perhaps several layers of blanket shielding Wasses Ississiersed in Liquid
tanging from shock alemmum levels ahernated with then $$
eneper levels through aluminum and nickel sad alume In the United States there are presently parage area
num and waver to alussimism sad lead. in repesied pens. and dumps coniaanseg mellones of gallons of hquid

' If the heas is too annense for eheminum. copper could be masses emeeting high. level radiation. Incheded among
ihr tha$ Lee, mawe olnothent and leu dente metal and such waues are t00. LMB gallons as West Valley; pools at . -

unuhl he alternaaed with thanner laters of a dense metal a0 paust planes: caches at hospitals; and nuncellaneous ,

m eek h.gh meltmp point. Am ey frossi the immedsate area sources. Water tends to neutraliae the posseeve emiensons |

of the accident fewer layers of shieldmg mould be of sipha rays and the negative emmuons of beta rsys and |

neverd and aluminum would probabl> be sainfactory, in this way helps hold down the build.up of energy in |
Funhet amas is mould be mell to lay layers of alunu. the radmasse conianers However, there mill be pre. i

num lial on she ground as night with electrical connes. to ponderances of negative charges or pousive charges at !

suun and loads so picL up stray radiatiosn and to con. given moments. or over a period of time. which might
svar the electrical energy created from the emesuont cause an accidens. It is important that such masses be t

Iha aluminum would be washed off as appropriate shielded as m this invention. In man) cases the elecinc.
e

,
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st) produced by thn msennon can be fed back mio the crownse and millamase de sees and other such emn.
pnmer suppl . u nh care hemg taken ihas omdes and/or iers. The ins ension n of a special priwess of shielding3

other deuces present any back flow of energy from she the deuce and of an apparatus for practiemg the pro-
,

pomir suppis to the container. The containers should cens For esemple. X-ray machinn are normally ='

be shielded phyucall) as well as **clectricall)" in pre. $ shielded by a certain sitickness of lead but se n important
sent the mind and esaporation carrying radioactne to collect and control secondary emnssons from the g

partsles man the aar. lead and to prevent buildups of toniration within the
shielding by utiliaang the present ins enten anil consum.

%,aun Bems Transputed ing the elecincel energy created by the energy of the
'

Radioactn e m esta should be transported in contam.10 X-rays and radiation.
efs that use ihn insention m the shielding and the elec. With high power len the estrier linn can be en.
Incal load should be in the conve)ance. For esemple. closed m she present shieldmg and the voltage collected
the electreal energy may be fed into the power system can be added to the sysaem. %'iah visual desplay ma.
u nh proper precautions: it may be used for lights on the chines the mvenuon can be incorperseed into the usual

- conseyance which mill blink on and off and consantute 13 shielding and the energy can be weed to run heating
a m erning: or is may be used to sientire matenal or dry coils or charge basienes oussede the shielding or con.
maienal that is being transponed. nected to the power supply. It may the supply of power

will be small but the proiecten to young children willu. snproecssing Nuclear as be ugnificant. The same in true for other radiation emet. >

When nuclear masses are processed, particulari) 20 ters. They need the described shieldmg in that the en. I
'

m hen es aporanon occurs as in glasuGcanon. encapsula. ergy of the radiations may be controlled t.nd may be
tion m a rewn. and in making calcines or other dry prevented from harming organnuns including people
forms, se n mime imponans that the procewing area be and the enuronment. There mill be more and more
shielded with ihn insenten. If not. the air can become electrimes devices being used en the future and radiasma t

ionisvd and accidents may occur. unless she energy n 2$ from them should be sheelded. Bare or primnnely
conwmed. If the procoung area es nos shielded prop. shielded radioactive and other redispon emnting

erl) not only emnwons hus actual radmacan e molecules souten should noe be used to dry greens. stenline mill.
may ew: ape to the samosphere and he inhaled or m. stimulase heart beach, etc. best the energy collected by i

gested. Thn a pangularly true when liquid nuclear ihn invention can be converted into safe redsaison and ' ,

m asso are poured intoralmorters such as vermeulate. Jo wash this invensson. such devsces may be used safely. j

for shipping to a tei.co.be.found permanent deposatory. The invennon has been desenbed wnh respect to
'

The persnung ares should be shielded by dame or illustrations of preferred embodiments thereof but is am
blankee shielding. the containers should be a part of the to be hmited to thne because is a evident that one c( ,

sheelihag and the stansport means should include a load skillin the art. with the presena specificanon before him. -

for ennwmsag escew energy, as in ihn insention. 35 mill be able to utilise substitutes and equivalents wnh.
,

3 e espamng from the i ." :: 1 .

L* sing Nuclear u.aus as an Ausiliary Source of Power ,, y,,, , ;g,;,g g.

The circun that conducts the potential difference 3. A process for reducing presca *ad potential herni
from mude the shiciding to a load can he connected caused by cu.swons from a ra+s.-ir. murce compriung
unch a source of power in a pomer plant. Thus.mhsic ao the steps of: ;

nuclear pnm er plants are cooleng their wasies they can (a) subuantially shielding the environment from said !

appi) thm msension. viseg shielding that collects the radiation noistce wish a Grst layer of conducuve ;

energy bems radassed in the form of hese, alpha. beta material which shsorbs a relatively great amount of
and gamma rays, and other redestenn. and transmus is . radiation:
back into the power system so the reergy from the a$ (b) providing a dielectric masenal agasant a surface of
u staes contributes to the power supply u hele the power seed Grst layer facing away I4m saad redsstica
plane comunues to operate steadily. For einciens opera. source:
eson musiliary electrical egepment mill bnns the power (c) providag a second layer of conductive matenal ;

supply from the wasses inso synchrontration wnh the outmardly of sand deelectne matenal wnh respect - !

major pomer supply and will prevent backflows. 30 to said radiation novece, said second layer absorb- |
ing a considerably snialler emonent of radiation thaa i

Nuclear Battenes said Grit layer to crease an e6actrical potennel dif. |
J

This invention thould be used around nuclear beter* ference between said Grst layer and naad second
ies because they are often emnters of harmful radiaton: layer;
if the redenscure matenal is very small the deviceran $1 (d) connecting said Grst and second layer through as
be encapsulated hke a pillin the shielding and the poses insulated careuit for conducting the potential en.
drawn from the shieldmg can be returned to the basirip ergy between sand Grut and second layer, said car-
Thus. any harmful emanations are collected. coniroibd* evit including
and consumed. and do not harm the environments a vanable esternal load outsade the shielded area: and
which may be en organism, such as a human besy. to (e) automanically increasing the vanable load w hen a
uteliaing the nuclear battery. flow of current increases between the first and

second layer so that the load is sesifiesent to cen-
Emames some and convert to safe. environmentally acceps.

The presens invention may be semilarly appised it- able forms, most of the electrical energy as it a
harmful radiation emitters other than radioactsve maa au produced from the rashasson, thus, accomplishmg
rials, such as high power transmeassen lines, televiesaw the purpone of proeectog the environoment and

- _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___and spaal_Q7m_p. x. rep mee_hmes.p_ _ liQop_by sentrolling emnaenspia- J
_
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prescmmt accidents from dangerous husidues of actor is carned thro.sgh the circuss and removed from
inerg) near the murce thereof. the highly rodeant area.

2 A procew in accordance with claim I w herem tal 12. A proceu according to claim I wherein (al n
and (c) are used to contam the murce in of are bound by honeycombed.
muheple layers of conducine shield as separased by a $ 13.' A process according to cleart I w hereses the lead !
derlectne or air, as m roughly spherical. cubec. or cup. includes feeding elecincat energ) man an electric power

. I

I

hLe formt or under dome.like uructures. blankees of system mish diodes 80 prevent I acLflow of currens into
sheciding. film hLe encasements of shielding, or oser she shielding and source areas.
underhmg plai'' 14. A process according to claim I wherein she load

J A proceu m accordance with claim 2 wherein the 10 includes runnmg electnc current through water to sepa. |
nouwe n a source of nuclear m aues emissing alpha rays rait hydrogen and osygen.
and a pruential difference n created betu een a than later
of camducuve shielding cloness to the source and which 15. A process according to ciasm I mherein the load

incides energy produced so heat master and to esentiae
a capable of shsnrtang alpha rap. and other layers of a. a m @mg sadge, d soil, fwedian or see,
sheeldang absorbing more beta and gamma rey energy, f $ or in drying wood or concrete. h4 A process according to claim I w herein tal andict
Shaeld the source and the source n radanactwe masenal, 16. A procena according to claim I wherein monssor- [

ing devices automatically sneresse the load den the '

as m mill nadings nuclear devices. such as hasseries. flow of cum increams a wh th sempermee m. [emmamp secondary emnssons so the environsnens. heter.
Sede the shielded area incrammen.opencem nuclear m nues. all or part of decommnuoned

nuclear plants (al n a later of relanvely low denuty 17. A proceu according to claim I wherein the
.

20 !

conducuse masenal of sufliciens thickness in stnorb Midded d wa so k protecW Maelded. ,

electrim from samma rap and heta rap. and fel n 18. A proceu according so classa 17 wherein the i
'e is a hice M ems ield.alternated u nh fri m hsch n a ta)er of conducin e mase. 4

, g , ,rial of higher denusy and of thickneu less than one
we ama.eiwirewi range. so that a pwennal d Kerence is created ,

beturen the circerwall) connected layers of low den. It A process accMag to claim 17 whwan p
,

i

seey maacnal and high denuey m.nirnal. wurce n an decineal transnuesson h,,ne,,and the sluMmg
,

5 A pro 6ew according to claim 4 m herein the source n molded anm msulanon d A h
20. A proceu according to claem 17 wherein the :

is a murce of hescropeneous nuclear = awes and alphs. 30 wce n a adensson. onc:Hmcope or mhw vg||a! d3. -[heta and gamma rap are emuted from se and procened. ,,

i6 4 procew according to claim $ m herein at leau one play equipment.
_

of the alacrnate 14)ers is a metal or an alloy or smalgam 21. A process according to claim 17 wherem the I

of a metal of atomic numhet greater than 23 and leu source is a dem that emns ,han
22. A proceu accordeHg roli'm 17 wheersin the

than 4a. as in comhenatens such as alummum and cop M tource n an electncal generatorper. Sopper and lead. copper and sais er. alumenens and y ,

phrnehor bronte. carbon ueel allon and copper. car. 23. A process according to clasm 17 wherein the, {
snn used allop and lead. nickel and lead, alumenum and source as an emeswr of gamma rayg
ucLet and phosphor bronte and lead. 24. A process according to claim I winerein the

7 A procrw asweding so ciasm 2 m herein as lease source n a wee of radmacuve wasms from medicpl -

mime of the poecnnal difference n creased between she e procestes. i
ausermans la>cr of shielding (fanhese away frosn the 25. A procou according to claim I mheress the
thds.amus wurces and a later of shielding abnorbing source as a source of redenactive wasses from nuclear

-j

marc raduimwi energy.
.

A Process according to claim 2 whereen the
* nt

8. A procew in accordance with claim I w herein the
source n shielded b) en espanse of thseldsag and in 45 source es a source of suull.sasinngs. ;
whe6 h tal. (bl and (cl are of sufraciens flensbelity to cover 27. A process according to claim 2 wherein the t

ihe panwular worse. m hwh may range from a few source n a source of heterogeneous nuclear weases. '

frann of radmiacuse pouder so a w hole area where a . 28. A process accordmg to clasm I wherein the j
hurlear accident has occurred. searce es a high speed cosnpuung or pnas.ous device |

9. A procru in accordance with claim a mherein fel. 30 and the purpose of the processii'lFimpr_ove in perfo_r-d
and tel are in she form of metal cloth. film. uphs mesh. .mance of,_thega as well as so proases the environ. |
cJul or shm layers of metal, m hich may be embedded sa menc

Nahrlectnc masenal. 29. A process according to claim I wherein the ,

le A process in accordance with claim 8 whereen (a) source es a nuclear bestery.
nermduenwe masenal of relauvely low densesy but 33 30. A process Tecordmg to claim I wherein the '

Sdlicient thickness to efficiently abhort electrons from source is an electronec control device.
|

(asama rap and electrons insade the shielding. and (c) n 31. A proceu en accordance Gith dann I wherein the !
a le3 er of conducuve matenal of relatively high denesey . masenal separatmg the conductive masersais is air. the . {ef ther. knew les ihan one electron range and which n toeorce of radialeon n heterogeneous nuctaar wasse, the ;
lese leLely to abweb electrons, no shas a posential diner. so conductive masenals and the separanas air are in blan. -!
unee a creased besmeen she elecincally connected lay. het form, adapsable to shield the environmens fdom
es of tal and of(cl. redsation emsteed by the heterogeneous nuclear waste. !

II A penceu according to claim I whereen the and the essernal l'aad. connected by the insulated circuit - '

perce is hqued nuclear m asses. (al n the metal kning of to the conductave masenals, consumes the electrical
tk container and any filaments or plates that may be s3 energy generated from the nuclear radsaison and pre-

#teshed to it, and (c) is a sank or ground outude she vents dang,rous soltage buildup in the conductive ma. ,

cessamer so that the elecincal energy w hich may build tenals. +

(p snude the contamer w here the lsquid acts as a con. j* * * **

i

'i
i
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i
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ENVIRONMENT FROM RADICACTTVE Arrorary. Agrar. or rum-Raymond F. Kramer*

EMISSIONS BY CDNTROLI.ING SUCH
EMISSIONS AND SAFTLY DISPOSING OF [57] AESTRACT |.

.

,' NEN An apparatus for protecang personesi and the envuoo-
ment from harmful emances c.f rashanos from a source[76] Invensor: Virginia Rassell.435 Crescent Ave.,

Basala. N.Y.14214 thereofincludes a pluraliry of steeldaag paru so locased,.

as to be in the pash of the rauhoscove -h and to
[21] Appl. A 6 absorb them (one such part being locased farther away

[22] Filed: Sep. 29,19E2 host the source of enuamons than the other) so that an
elecincel possonal difference berwoun the shield =g.

Reissed U.S. Arp8* Dean pana is established. due to different absorpoons of radia.
dos by theek monas for ==i==ag M power at

'' 2 of Ser. No. 933.529. Aus.14[63] a locasica resnote froen the radioacave source, and elec.
1978. - wtust is s af Ser. No.
731.503. Apr.13,1977, abandomme,

trical conductors comunussannsg the consumang mamas
(or load) with such shneidssg pena. Although the inven.

. [51] k C1.* G21I) 7/90 dos n pnmanly intended for presenng panonnel and i

7* * [52] U.S. C2. 376/320310/304; the envv==-e agunt anismous kom radannoa
136/202 sourca, such as redsoecove wussen, it is also taseful for

[!8] Fluid et Search 310/301,304,305;
shaaldaag other sources of hannful rahated emassions.429/5; 136/202, 233; 376/320, 321 Also withm the invenace are processes for protscung

[$6] Referumens Ctad personnel and the environment against radiation ha.
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_. the Ritter apparatus, which has no part m the electncal automatically reversmg the polanty of the battery so as.

functioris tnereof. is the means by wmch he prevents minally to stimulate or mduce electncal i;urrent flow
harmfut radianon from the radioacuve source from between sphencal shells 17 and 21.
reaching any personnel and the environment. Certamly. While sphencal shells are shown, these may be of
the environment is not protected by Ritter's " battery" ! other suitable shapes. such as cylindncal, cuencal. tetra-
Thus. it ts seen that the present invention is novel. useful hedronal and ellipsoidal too. and in some instances the

.

and unobvious from the "pner art'* mentioned. It is not shells may desirably be perforated to allow release
conceded that the Ritter patent is part of the. pner art. (through suitable absorbers or safety means. not shown)
in view of applicant's coacepuen of the inventsen at a of gaseous matenals generated from the radioacuve
date pnor to Sept.1.1976, the filing date of the Ritter et to waste or generated by expansion of gases present. as
al. parent applicanon Ser. No. 719.332, and applicant's hest is released frorn the waste. Somenmes the inner
clauned diligence until the filing of her grandparent shells may be perforated to permit some radiant energy
application on Apr. 13.1977 (papers deposited on Mar. flow through such openings, as when plural pairs of
24. 1977). shields or electrodes are employed. e.g.,4 to 200 con.

The invention will be readily understandable from !$ centric metal spheres, with separating dielectnes. In the
the followmg desenpuen. taken in conjunction with the illustration a single apparatus is illustrated but banks of
drawing in which: such devices may be cortnected together, with the cur-

FIG.1 is a schematic representauon, substantia!!y rent produced flowing through smgle or multiple resis-
like a central verucal sectional view, of an apparatus of tances and/or being employed to charge one or more
this invention: 20 batteries.

FIG. 2 is a front vertical sectional view of a modifica- In FIG.1 the nuclear waste is in a suitable metal
tion of a poruon of the apparatus shown m FIG.1: container 16 but it is contemplated that other matenals

FIG. 3 is a schemanc representation of a modified of construction may be employed and sometimes it.can
apparatus of this invention, parnally in cross-secuen. in be ommed. Concrete enclosms container 35 encloses
which plural shielding apparatuses are employed to S the waste, the contamer for the waste, and the pair of
consume the energy of radioactive matenal: and sphencal shells of electncally conductive matenal.but

FIG. 4 is an elevational vi-w. partially m crosssee- other suitable exterior contamers may also be utilized.
tien, of another embodiment of the apparatus of this While this invention is not bound or limited by the
invenuon. following theory of operation, it is considered that

In FIG.1 numeral 11 represents the emissions absorb. 30 alpha parueles emitted by the radioactive waste (which
ing poruon of an apparatus of this invention. and the usually is a complex mixture of various radioactive
remamder of the apparatus, for carrying off and con. isotopes) tend to make the charge of the first metal
suming the energy generated in portion 11,is designated absorber positive whereas beta particles and gamma
by numeral 13. In pornon 11 radioacuve waste matenal rays, being more penetrating, tend to make the charge
15. suitably shaped in spherical form (although other 35 of the next contacted electncally conductive matenal

* - forms may abo be employed and held in a suitable inte- neganve, as illustrated in FIG.1. When plural pairs of
rior container 16, preferably of compauble matenal, is absorbers are employed the metals oflow density will
positsoned inside an inner spherical shell of electncally tend to be negative relative to the high density metals.
conductive matenal (such as aluminum), and is sepa. Metals of low density, if sufficiently thick, will react
rated from such matenal by dielectric 19, which may be 40 with more beta particles reaching them than will metals
a suitable dielectnc. solid or gaseous, e.g., alumina, of hisher density because the high density metals, if
mica, sir. An enve!cpir3 sphere 21 surrounds sphere 17 sufficiently thin, will reflect some of the lower fre-
and is separated from it by dielectne 23. Sphere 21 is quency radiation back to the more absorbing low den-
preferably of an electrically conductive matenal. such sity metal and transmit some to the next set of shielding
as a metal of higher atomic number than the matenal of 45 levels. If the wastes emit gamma rays there should be
sphere shell 17. Suitable such matenals are copper and several layers of combinanons ofinsulator. Iow density
silver, with copper normally being preferred. but other conductor, insulator, high density conductor, etc. For
metals may also be used. When solid dielectncs are cammple, alummum and copper may be employed, as
utilized they may be the sole means for separsung the may be other metals and alloys, and combinauons of
spheres but when gaseous dielectrics, such as air (or a 50 metals (or a!!oys) outside the ranges specified in the
high vacuum) are employed, mechanical meana (not Ititter patent. Magnesium, aluminum and/or titanium
shown), preferably of electncally insulating material, may be employed as the low atomic number metal.
wel be employed. Electncal conductori 25 and 27, together with vanadium, chromium. manganese. iron,
which will usually be insulated copper, and/or silver cobalt, nickel, copper of zine as the higher atomic num-
wires, conduct electricity to a vanable resistance 29 35 ber metal Similarly, magnesium or aluminum may be
and/or a battery 31. Diode 33 is provided to act as a used with titanium. Also, for cammple, vanadium. chro-

' check switch on current flow, preventing battery 31 mium, manganese or iron may be used with cobalt,
from delivering electncity to part 11 of the apparatus. nickel, copper or zinc. with preference being to em-
Other switches (not shown) may also be provided to ploying such combinations with atomic numbers further
separate the vanable resistance and the battery from the 60 apart within such groups. Other such combinations that
rest of the system,if desired, and the variable resistance are useful include vanadium, chromium. manganese,,

may be made automatically vanable to draw a relatrvely iron, cobalt, nickel, copper or zmc with molybdenum,
small current, due to the difference in the electncal s0ver tin. platinum. gold. mercury and/or lead. !n some
potencals of the spherical shells 17 and 21. drawing applications alloys or smalgams may be employed.*

more current when the potential difference is suffi. 63 Also, withyespect to the higher atomic number maten-
ciently high and bems of decreased resistance so as to als, silver, cadmium and ttn may be used with lead.
allow and promote current flow when the potennal Thus, while,within the broader aspects of this mvention
difference is lower. Also, means may be provided for it is possible to utilize as the absorber or shield matensis

*%.
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shoorpoon of such radassaos. When contamment is the
between such high Z and low Z layers. Usually the

.
. .

only effect of the sineidaag dangerous energy levels can
vanous shield layers are at different distances front the

be produced and when convermon of the shielding ma- radioecuve source but it is also withis the invention to
tonal takes place due to energy absorpaon, the aarust of utdias different this d electrodes at the same desance
the matenal may change, leading to detenoranon 5 from such source. For convernos of gamma rays to

harmless electricity a honeycomb fona of shieldaag is,

thereof. considered to be efficient, and it is also effecuve for.

Before the presset invention it was known that cer-
tasa types of radaanos could be converted into electncal absorpaon of beta rays. However, is some cases, as.

when the metal stuelds detenorate aAr* use (some re.energy (but anamy espers refused to believe that gamma
rays could be so transformed). Still, the pnor art did not to duced amount of detenoranos may be observed) only a* '

teach the use of any of such conversion mechaansas for single type of metal aha 8aag matenal snay somenmes

shseldag the environment from dangerous essassions la be best employed. with 4 " '- being os direct '

fact, such apparatuses could leak primary ermances and converson. phot: s y. Comptes effect and ion'.

pair formanos for conversion of the radascon energy.could generate aangerous secondary ===ans. Also.
for sansfactory operanon of vanous prior art nucient is Normally, as whos a source of radonnon is above.
devices for producing electncal energy, such as that of ground, as is a decomensmaomed anacient power plant.'.

the Ritter patent. punfand sources of radioactivity had the stueiding may have to be changed as ame goes by. ,

so be used, rather than heterogeneous wastes.such as Such changmg may also be dictated by the changmg

usual nuclear wasses.The present invention allows the antare of the radassion source. and it will be preferable.

treauneet and aiuelding of such wastes and also allows 20 to unlias shieldings for grensest efface versus various
the prosecuon of vances sources of complex redacec. types of r=^=aaa for saanspie radanacave cobalt 60
tive smassions. such as d--M"! oudest plants, dunng the first years aAer ataca==-aams and iso-

pools of highly radacecuve matenals, radioacuve mill topes of nickel and snobium anony years later (each
having different peak frequencies o(radianos). As de ~taalings, nuclear wasses being transported, nuclear

wastes being processed, and stored solidified wastes 25 senbed, shields may be used around aseclear reactoror
that have been "vitrefied", encased in a synthetic or- installation. and above the iaaraliana= they may be in

staggered form to allow air circulanon (but any air
game resia. or embedded in ceranucs or concrete. causted will be filtered and monitored for leakage of

The present ievention also incorporates several safety
features not suggested by the prior art. For example, by radionuclides).

! aquad westes may be shi' aided by means of the pres-
drawing off radiant mergy from shield matenal the 30 est invention. as may be radioecove westas bems trans-
inveacon allows for stabilizanon of such raatanal and
thereby increases its shielding life. Also, wheroes in the ported in contamars. Such contassers may be made of

Ritter patest an object has been to build up high volt- shasidaag matenals and the electncal load may be a part
r

of the electncal synem of the transporung vehicle. For
ages, thus puttag a suma os the ah.elaag and increes.
ing the danger of accident, such is not necessary nor is 35 example, the electricity generated from the waste being

carried may be used to operate elecine lisbu on a truck - ,

it na object of the present inveneca, wiuch allows for - or trader being eenployed, winch lights wdl blink on ."

regulanos of the reestance to maantma a current flow and off to act as a warning that radioactive material is
'

and thereby to aid the conversson of radioacavity to'
pressat.electncity. la other words, there is no "back pressere"

The present inveemos is assnal for protecang humans
on the system due to any requiremsat to produce a high 40 and the environment. Even if it had been known that
voltage, and the present apparates ace as a safety valve. siscoicay could be produced from hoserogeneous radi-
allowing the flow of more elecincuy in respoems to any esies includsag pomma rays, such "new use" of such
flare-eps or suddse emuseons af radioactivity.

process would be passemble, aspecinBy in the absenceThe -hae-=r of the inveemos described esas
fonaretnamas electnceDy conductive estal shselds ber 43 of any suggeseos thmeerin the art. 8'ap=r=lly in view
such shselds may also be made in the form of a flambis of the laag felt ased for such a pressas and the great

blanket which can be easGy pleoed over a source of member of researcoars anampting to invent it it is con-

rediscon or over a subject to be protected from such adored that the prosses was act merely inherent in the

raeaaa= la such and odier inssances the intervensag prior art and was act obvious to those of ordanary stall

' dialectne masenal, which win then preferably be a 30 la such an.Apparently the closest " prior art" to the present
'
;

salid, may be molded or otherwies attached to the elec-
invention is U.S. Pat. No. 4.178J24 to Ritter. Rittertricauy conducawe masenais. Of course, in such bina- does not mention the employment of his apparatus to

,

keen suitable sonductors wdl be provided to carry off shoorb rodasoon and protect the envire_usent. la fact. -
elecencity froen the sheenshas meta's to an electrical 35 he wahres a lead hoemas to ===== the radiamon
load, where it is -==d esatted by the source thereof It may be inferred that , ,

la employing the invention modificanons may be the Ritter apparatus create addmonal enremons. Ritter
smade depending on the particular type of heterose. uses paracular types of redscacave sources, emitems-neous wasse being unhaed and is staes of " decay". If

energies less than a million electron volts. Such radioec-

the predominant sanasson is of alpha procles the loadshould be across contacts with the fint layer of shield 60 tive sources of IUtte appear to be reladvely pure iso-
topes. not heterogenece nuclear westes cmstting large,

ing and the rest of the shaalding. If the vi d
-

amounts of radiations of aifferent types. Tutter specifies-- is of beta rays it is coseidered best to have a the emplovment of his perucular high and low-Z mate-
high I outeremost shieldsas layer and/or a ground as rials whereas the presset invention aRows the use of a
one electrode and all the other layers as the other elec-
trode.When gamma rays are the principalradiationitis 65 wide variety of such estenals for example, nuclear

*

westes include alpha and beta radesmos emitters, but
comedered best to employ this layers of relauvely high Ritter's device is limited to a source of gamma rays with
Z masenal with thicker layers of relatively low Z mate. less than 1 Mev power. Ritter enes to produce seasi.
rint, in repanang peers, web the current flow being.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ . - . _ - - - _ _ _ - . - . . ... , - -
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May 2), 1994
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'

The Honorable Amo Houghton
United States House of

Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3231

Dear Congressman Houghton:

I am responding to your letter of April 12, 1994, to Ms. Elizabeth Cecchetti
of the U.S. Department of Energy, which was forwarded to me for response. In
your letter, you asked for suggestions to aid your constituent Virginia i

Russell, in marketing the use of specially designed nuclear shielding which I

could dissipate the absorbed energy from radioactive emissions as electricity.
i

As an independent regulatory agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
does not promote the commercial development of individual technologies.
However, without making any judgment as to the merit of Ms. Russell's idea, I
suggest that your constituent contact a technical consultant or business
manager familiar with the nuclear material or power generating industries.
These sources should be familiar with current industry practices and
requirements for designing shielding for shipping and storage casks, and other
shielded nuclear components. Some professional organizations that may be
helpful to your constituent in finding such a consultant or business manager
include the American Nuclear Society (ANS), the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI), or the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).

I trust that this reply has been helpful.

Sincerely, origr.at sign @
James eta @

James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations
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CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SYSTEM
DOCUMENT PREPARATI0M CHECKLIST

This checklist ir be submitted with each document (or group of i

1
Os/As) sent for . ing ~into the ccs. r y

1. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ICCUMENT(5) f' , 82L[ /F

2. TYPE'0F* - Correspondsamer. Nearinger(gggM ]

3. DOCUMENT ccMT20L sensitive (Itac only) V Non-sensitive

CONGRESSICNAL COMMITTEE and SUBCOMMITTEh|s (if applicable) |4.
\

congressional Committee

- subcommittes
.

5. SUB3ECT CODES

(a)

(b)
i

(c)

6. SOURCE OF DOCUMENT 5

(a) 5s2e (document name- )

k soma.. (c) AtEsohnenta(b)

(a) Retey (a) Other

7. SYSTEM Lo4 DATES

' fl Lb, Date. oca. sent: doonment to ces(a) O
~'-

(b) Data ces.reesiveesdoonamat
'

(a) cate returned to oc1 for saaitional information
i-

(a) Data resubmitted by-oca to ces-

(el cate entered inte CCs by
~

(f) Date oC1 notified that document is in Cc3

.
s. c MMENTs 000009
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